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ABSTRACT 

The unit trust industry is one of the f~stest growing ~re~s in the fill<lnci<ll sector, This dr~m~tic growth hoIs r~ ised 

ooncern regarding the level of investors' knowledge or lack thereof relating to costs, risks and other factors 

assodated with investment decisions. This di5sert~tbn empirically investigates the fact(}r5 and tile dynamics 

behind cash fiow> into and from General Equity unit trusts and the extent to which the following determin ~nts 

explain the variation in c~sh flows: 

1} Market factors· s/mrt- a nd long-term interest rates, rul and interll<ltlona I equity ma rket returns. 

2} Unit trust characteristics - tr~nsacti(}n CDsts, past investors' contributions, fund category cash flows, 

risk claSSifICation, age, fund size ~nd V<lrious performance meaSUres. 

The results ~re c(}mpared with research oonducted in more est~blished m~rkets utilisir>:) similar methodologies to 

provide insight into the f~ctors that might refiect investors' sentiment. 

This dissertation reviews data from September 1996 to September 2001. Using a 5% significance level, the time

senes ~nd cmss-sectiorJal regression an<liyses use monthly and ~nnU<lI d~\<l respectively_ Fund performance and 

cash flow> were examined by me~ns of ~ piecewise cross-sectional regression an~lysis, ~ttempting to est;Jblish 

whether investors are influenced by the magnitude of fund performances. A separate piecewise time-series 

analysis, using an inter~ctive indicator variable approach, was performed to est~blish investors' re~dion t(} the 

direction of performance ch~nges. Gener~1 Equity category data were 1Iggregated into a single da\<l-serles. Time

series multivariate and f(}rward-stepwise regression ~Il<llyses were performed on different indeperdent variables 

and cash flows to es\<lblish which of these variables explain most of the v~ri<ltion in r.et cash flows at an 

aggregated level. This w~s supplemented by ~ cross-sectional analysis performed on the fund's ch<Ir~cteristics for 

e~ch ye~r covered, Multivariate and forward-stepwise time-series regression arJalyses were also performed for 

each unit trust, to mitig~te tile weakIlesses of the aggregated testing. 

The rese~rch reveals that top performing funds provide the stror>:)est cash flow-performance reiationship, 

indicating th<Jt investors are biased towards investing in top-performing lunds. The aggregated regression all<llysis 

reflects a significant p:lSitive reiationship between cash lows ~nd wntemporaneous returns of the General Equity 

unit trusts and the equity market, while being neg<ltively related with lagged returns and cash flows. Initially, it 

~ppears that market returns oontriiJute more expl ~n ~t(}ry power towards cash flows, however, further ~n ~lysis 

shows that these lindings are anomalous. This is ~ttribu\<lble to tile interaction between market retL-rns and return 

earned by the Gener~1 Equitv category. Several of the determinants, including interest rates, fee structures, risk 

and fund sile, K1entified by internati(}n<ll literature, are found to be insignifICant ~t ~ 5% significance level and do 

not contribute tow~n±i expl~inlng the movement in cash flows. The regression ~n~lysis performed on an indivK1ual 

fund level, confirms the findings of the regres5ion ~Il<lIYSis performed on the aggregated data. 

In oonclusion, the results indic~te that inve5tms exhibit an element of profit maximis:ation, being driven by 

performances and irrationality, in th<lt they give less consideration to fee structures et cetera. 

An _pinall st<Jdy on th« '*'t~rminantf; cr net in_tment flfJWS of Sout" Afnc,," Gener~1 Equity u",:"""~;;;;"";---"',~:C,:-
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~,r==:====='_" ____ ~G~L~O~SS~A~R~Y ______ ~~~ 
The terms outlined below, are used in the context of this research and when refererxe is made to the terms, these 

~re defined ~rd Ut~i5ed ~s slJCh. 

1. Aggregated analysis: focu5e!i on the infllJence of the independent v~ri~t>les On the cash flow Df the 

whole sector and not on specifk: unit trusts. The determinants of individual funds are agqregated 

together into a 'i"']ie series. 

2. Asymmetric response: lnvestors invest disproportionately in the top performi"'J fund", while falling to 

divest from funds, which experierx:e poor performances. 

3. COrrelation or relationship: A positive relationship implies that the dependent ar<J the ir<Jependent 

variables are related. 

4. Dependent variable: refers to the variable being predicted. In thi' research, c~sh flow is the 

dependent v~ri~t>Ie. 

5. Feedback-traders hypothesis: me~ ns tM! i[westors tr»de in respDn"e to recent signals in the 

rmrket. The", signals are reflected in either past returns, or cash flows. In other word" ~ n irlvestor will 

invest in a fund experiencing either high lagged performances, or large cash flows. 

6. Fund, mutual fund and unit trust: is ~ collective investment scheme where the investment 

CCfltributioos of a large number of relative~ small investors are pooled and managed collectively by ~ 

fund manager. This pool of money is dividoo into identical unit" each with the same value. The value of 

e<lch unit reflect> the performance of the under~ing investments in which the fwd ha, invested. The 

number of units in an investor's portfolio will depend on the amount invested and the unit price on the 

doy of purchase. Money received by the unit tru,ts as dividends from ordinary sh~r8' held in their 

portfolio or as interest e~ rned On their holdings of debt instruments, is paid out to wit-holder" as 

dividends or reinvested. Investors >hare in fund,' Qlpital gains or losses, income and expenses 00 a 

proportlor\al basis. These terms are used interch.onge~~y. 

7. Independent variable and determinant: means that the variable contributes towards predicting 

another v~riable, in other words the potential explanatory varia~es under investigation. 

S. Individual fund analysis: evaluates the inMuence of the dependent variables OIl the cash flows of 

specinc unit trusts. 

9. Institutional investors: consist of institu!i,,",,1 money (held by r.:1 uciaries, insurance rompanies, 

pension fund" trusts ~nd corporate be""m p;"ns) and life cycle money (for example, savings for 

retirement) looking for long-term investment returns rather than short-term gains. 

10. Momentum traders: ;,west when the return on equities or the market rises. O;Jrwersely, v~lue 

ilvestors invest if the market decli"", and sell units if the return rises, thus detr~ ct",g from the 

CUlCurrent re;"tion>hip. 

11. Morningstar rating: The international rating system in the United States r~ tes the Individual mutual 

funds b<lsed on their risk-adjusted performances. 

An _pilial study ~n th~ dt!h,,.,,,inanU of net investment ffoW$ of South Aflic~1t .... _'"'" Equity unit trusU 
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12. to return returns 

are 

excess returns investment or 

on in excess to 

13. act in 

14. in returns cause at same as 

cause to as 

An the determinants 
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1.1 I 
Unit trust the nrr'l.wirln areas in the services sector 

man in the street" 

that the 

1 

in the structure 

international investment 

"'YI"Ill:Iiin investment 

asset 

mean-variance 

be 

these assets 

their risk 

on the basis investors' 

fin'::Inr'i~1 assets 

to r"'r'.li .... '::It'" the market 

be somewhat This 

unit trust investment ClB,CIS.lonls"I 

bank UUliJV':)I!.;) 

"", ..... ,,'.... in a .... h~~nnl'" in the 

1 

r",nl:lrl'llinn the "level of investor 

r"''':otlnn to the risks other 

mean-variance have been to 

rests on the 

the covariance of 

is 

investors invest their 

to the investors 

1 In March 2003, the AUT its name to Association of Collective Investment 
2 There is great investor on actively managed funds. Other theories advocate investing strategies such as value or momentum 
investing. 

An the detennlnants of net Investment flows of South African Page 1 
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1.1.1 Overview ofthe South African unittrust industry 

Unit tru,ts have existed in South Atric~ sincR. 1965 (Garvill. 1995). A nDlic£ahle ~mDlml of cash only started to 

fluw into the indu'lll)' alter mid-I995: there~ller investors' interest ill unit trllsts grew exporoentially (Duvenhage 

2003) as graphiCillly illustrated in Figum 1 

Figure 1. Net annual cash flows and assets under management for the 

unit trust industry3 

" '" .::::::;s:- " - - - r ", m 

," ,.. 
" '" " .... 
" ... ------- ------

" . 000 

! " '" '" "". 
1-------I • ,, -, " . 000 

.",.,., ,,- ,,-
.... }--------

....... 
(SOURCE, AUT, 2(02) 

r 
I 
i 
! 

The South African industry Wew by 279% from R 33 billion worth of assets in 1995 to R 125 billion (i.e. 9'1. otthe 

assels in lhe Soull1 African asspt rnanfl\lemprlt industry of R 1418lJillion) in 2000 as detailed in Table 1 

(Coronation. 2(02), 

Table 1. Total assets in the asset management industry 

Lito ... ,,"" " 

12~ Ii, • . ".~} 

t' 

1411 

, 'Op"" 1 .-.:1 ' 9-,<0 2 (~ T, '"'ocl no~ co"" jlo\,-,; . '1<l fend ,.j,,,,,. So:;. b")< r~ ""'_ i, <rodeo L,,- inTh>too, i' is coneo;"', ,,,,, th'" 
"' IaI",, "'"' '' "" ''''' ""',. t9-' "" _,~ . """ ... or.,,,,,, g'''''"'' "., n", t, ... " " """', ''',..-. 1o,,",,' , _ • • patl« n." 00' tr-'j '",u"'"" , 
whid\ " . nul . 1t"" .. , by nit"''''' (C"or." ,-"" XUii 
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The irldustp/ experienced record grov.th, with gross sa~s 0/ R 137.4 b;lIioo durirl9 2002. Substantial total net flUW 

inflows of R 19 biltion boosted as.sulSto R 179.8 billiofl at the erd ut 2002 (Sanlam 2003) From Januap/ 1996 to 

December 2001, the number 0/ unit trust funds increased frum 91 turds (managinQ R 33 695 milliofl worth u/ 

assulS) to 4213 (with R 174 585 milliofl worth of assefs u.-.dec management) (AUT, 2002). This growth couid be 

partially attribuled to the shift by retiremenl funds from defined benefits tu defined cootril)utions A larQe portion of 

growth in asset vaioo was due to cash inflows ifl1996 and 1999 

This growth occurred althoLJgh the overall savings rate amorogst South African investors SirOWL>d a duclinu uver 

the past cour/<! ut yuars arising from depressed economic conditions (Duvenhage, 2003). The growth can 00 

attributed to a number oj factors. Fixed income and money markel runds outperformL>d cther types ot funds 

attractirI\J ~ IMQe portion of inflows mainly attributed 10 disappoifltiflg equity returns. Passive funds gained greater 

~cceplance, due to poor and inconsistent pertonnances by active funds. Uflit trusts oocame more attractive dlle 

to lower m~nagemenl rees and transaction costs Therefore, m~nagement companies became more competitive 

to i[)Crease the assets wider m~nagement aoo this reSlllted in Qreater brafld awareflesS and broader proollCt 

mrooes. Vallie funds oul-performed Qrowth runds in 2000, and consequently mooe a come bock during 2001 This 

reflewed iflvestors' attention (Coronation. 2002). From October to December 2001, assets incmasL>d by 

R 33 178 million; one-third of the increase consisting of net cash iflflows of R 10256 milliun, the remaining portiun 

mlating to mrn-ket apPreciation (Figure 1) 

Figure 2. Cash flows into the unit trust industry 

! o~t----
I 
• 

-----------'-~-----1 

.r - ..... 

(SOURCE AUT. 2002) 

Figure 2 highliQhts the increase in investors' activities since 1 !.i95. as indicated by the sales (investinQ) MId 

rerllrchases (divestirI\J) line charts, The solkl line-chart represents cash in- MkI o\IUlows. whereas the bar chart 

presents the net intlow position 
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the 

1 

.,V,,,.,,·,,,,,,,"','" net with 081WE'!!8n cash in- and 

I"IIVlI'Or<e:lnn could indicate 

investors' 

more "II ... ..,,,, .... 

more 

,..n!~nl"lI'O in 

and an increased 

nt"",mh,,,. 1997 and June 2000 

coincided 

1.1 

a ",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"1"\,:0, 1998 and March 

market movements and "grTnrlrn 

....... "", .. ,"'1"1 investments and I"Il\/lClO",'1fI 

"'\I.~"'t,,,,,,,,, ... t'" ",hr, .. ", .. "'1 a moderate increase. 

markets. The tnllnw, ... " 

• The 

in 

• do not have the resources that 

costs 

r_w'cil'1lht".rI in 

""V,~h~3"'I"lI'O control restrictions. 

assets in the 

other international 

but unit trusts' own structures 

to a 
market 

and 

the American 

market is less 

instruments in 

on unit 

and had 

the 

itis 

.nr,,,,,n," investment 

returns. 

"" ...... 't', .... ~r'tl\l between 

development is the introduction of the new Collective Investment Schemes Control Act (CISCA), repliacirlQ 
nrnv,m.,. a modem legislative framework to control, regulate and supervise the collective investment 

acceptl3d principles. 

An of net investment flows of South African unit trusts Page 4 
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1 
... "' ...... ,,, .... , statement and 

"''''''"1\/''''''' from this ."'",,,,."' ........ 

main research "'n" ...... I~'\I" ... followed a of 

1 

It ,",'UII,","" been assumed 

so as to accumUlate ...... "''''''', ....... 1''1'''''"1, 
mass .......... ,.I,,"I'i ....... et 

and Investors consider a 

(AI~eXalncl~er et 1 

on 

trust theoretical or 

choose and 1 

are on a to m:::lYim,i~ ... their own 

nrl'1,'''_,rI.,\" ... n behaviour increased 

on a "'I"I'"lcti.:t ... ,nt 

,.,,, •• "" ..... ""'n' selections 

be. This 

unit 

investors 

and measures used researchers and to 

in the United 

measures to assess 

"' ..... , ..... '''· .. '''11\1 at the ""'I'W"",''''" cash flows and 

Zeckhauser (1 Chevalier and 

(1 inter and 

determinants cash flows to research to :::I~I'pnr:::l 

and 

.ol,,,t .... ,., .. I' ..... between retail and institutional mutual whereas Del 

between mutual and funds. Then the ,,.,,,,"'''',, ... ''', 

..... ~."" .... factors and the \/:::I1"I:::Itll"ln in cash flows 

and ... "", . .,"' ........ and and 

Patel and 

Fant 

and Tkac 

towards 

were 

nt""lrl:l(,j"nn between 

first to consider a multivariate :::Inr'rnl::l .... h 

determinants. This Imrlrnl,l",n of 

determinants cash flows. 

These studies were conducted in well-elstalbli~she~d markets and more investors 

than in O'Connell and noted that it would be 

eXt)ected that the same be in a 

African context. and "'''',..,., ... ,.,.,,''' .",,..,,,,r,,, rise to 

outlined in section 1.2.2. 

An the detennlnants of net Investment flows of South African rie''Ier.,/ unitttusts PageS 
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1 

An 

set 

to returns 

is care about a 

""vi" ...... '" investors 

and 

the rllr'tnl"R IInannu ':'I~tl'll"R and the ~",anlt"t'i:llrI!o::tll'.!o:: the best ex",aj,n net 

"'Yr,,, ... ,n financial to more 

The nature of between net 1n\l,!:lIc::tITlAI!'It 

1) - short- returns on 

market returns an 

.","-tiM,n costs and fee or In\l,coctflm 

,tt"",.",,"I' l"\,cort'''Irn1J:UII''A measures. 

If is a .... 1'''1'1" .... 

411 To 

• market 

411 unit trust characteristics nr ..... \lInIA 

These are 

African context. data 

endeavour to rlAI'Arrni 

rI"',I"'r' ...... i ... "" .. t'" This uses the term 'no::o"",,,,1'1'1 as a collective term r .. t",rr,n 

5 Where net investment cash flows are as a 
8 This refers to a collective group of buyers and 

for investors' decisions, 
as a homogeneous group, 

An emIJil'lfcal the detennlnants of net Investment flows of South African 

research can be 

to items 

unit trusts 

rn.".r"""IT in a 

for these 

above. 

Page 6 
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1 

1 

Ho: 

H1: There is a .... I· ... i ..... 

The 

1 

There is NO 

bAttwF!An net In",,,C:Tm 

be1twElen net in'll'es'tmlent 

are 

cash 

the 

characteristics. 

bA1twll!!An net investment 

variation in 

into "' .. '·nnrl<> ... ' 

and the ...... 'r ...... "ulII 

and 

H1: is a I"AI:IIITU'II""ltnll"l bletvllAII!!!,n net In",,,C:Tm cash flows and the market Tae~tnl"R 

in an 

and 

Ho: h .. llu1oc .... n net in'll'es'tmlent 

bAttwF!An net investment cash 

and the trust eh:aaraetA 

: There is a ..... I:IIITI ...... ,It l1'li I 

Inn,n_n~rm rln ...... "'.~ti" interest rates 

et cetera 

and the unit trust 

on rln .......... "tHf' 

unit trusts. 

tr::lnO:::::It'tinn costs 

and in different 

in unit trusts. 

..,<:lIl",... .... " to evaluate the related each has on the other. 

1 

the "",,,.<>\1,,,, unit trust 

is eXI)ec:tea to 

",n'''","'''"J'"," to take actions that increase the inflow of ,nll,.,..,rl'l"l'" 

evaluate returns 

investment ae(:lslc:ms have an incentive to increase the to 

on Inllt;!s:[~U 

which is investors. 

7 The detenninants are outlined in section 1.2.2. 
G Assuming that, as financial theory suggests, risk and expecled return are related. 

An IlmlJlrI'cal the detennlnants of net Investment Rows Page 7 
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there is a trend towards oelrformclnce-t1lasled most ","",",cr", are rem unerated 

based on amount assets & 

to is the most .. nll'\rrlnr; .. t .. 

based on the 

II The source 

bond market investors 1 ). 

II Most own unit ... ,,11'1""1> receive orClfeSislonal 

to and unit trusts are 

For .. " .. mUll"", 

withdrawing 
potential to recover at a 

between willing 
he loads his 

to acquire "some bargains 

in .. rI.'1iti,\" it 

with reference to 

it 

reasons: 

dllUidiUIt: service to and 

and investment 

1 and contain different 

use 

Gruber and 

returns on investments. 

managers have an imlllie'it to alter the 

to ,,,,,,'ro-• .,.,,, 

effect of investors 
undervalued, with the 

An the determinants of net Investment flows of South African &: ... , ..... "' .. 1 Page 8 
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1 

1 

Investors base investment 08'CISlon on ex[)ecltaticJns of future returns as a basis to make 

returns and measures 

their forecasts. In 

\,,11.1,"' .... 0::, ... into these estimates of excess returns and 

1 

at 

net investment 

and that returns were earned 

cash flows occurred the 

papers 

as occurred at the 

flows assumes that 

on assets invested at the 

"'v .... "',~+i,..n of 

were not ",ff",,..I· .. ti when cash 

or 

dissertation utilises the same cash measure, used in other research for 

1 Ii 

1 

nr"'C::"'I",tlCOrI that cash flows 

that returns in future no";"",I,,, in net inflow 

related to future returns since new cash flows are 1 

occurred 

the 

1 

even 

in 

were 

This 

If is 

dissertation. The 

reverse ..... U ",.::11: 

investment in unit 

returns 

at a/. 1 

flows and returns does not ne'Cel!lSa 

arise in this process, An 

is a source of bias in this 

mean that there is a 

sentiment 

whilst at the same time inr'flCO.'"'' the 

arise from a rlCOl:!:!t;r\n in one direction 

future nr'''· ... ''',.. ... 

the cash 

then the cash 

result in future returns due to pressures. 

returns and do not cause these. Either 

to note that this dissertation ;1"1""""'1" .... "',+""'" 

be made that investors 

,..no'r""I,,,ti,,.n arises from a ""n,o ....... ·,,,. causation. It is mn,n" ..... t 

and not 

11 Gruber showed that cash flows of the period he called an "imioos,sibilitv"l 
results, flows at the end of the period, the commented investors should 
returns earned on cash introduced at the beginning of the period but posed no solution to correct for this misstatement. 

An the determinants of net Investment flows of SOuth African GSAIISr.rtlJ Page 9 
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1 

An 

rlll'llrin~>rI as 

at 

same manner. A 

measure 

an 

on 

reason exists to 

be 

can be ""","'1'1 •• 1"1 

1 

If 

listed 

consensus. 

of 

their 

rnnlne:>rI out of 

The 

and Goetzmann (1 

of ...... rfnr' .... ""~,.. .. 

can 

market to be ",;;",:>rrn 

is 

bias. 

bias is not 

tests related ....... 'tnr'm 

if 

volumes. 

an 

in the nl<:!<:!II'II"T!:Iflnn measures are 

in assets 

The 

nnrlll'lnf<:! n,,,,,,,,,,, ... in 

DO!;ItICln of cash into eXIJectea 

""'!-I""""'''' net In,""","',,", 

or if it 

m.:>rn ... ,rI or de-

in 

' ....... '1111. ... • He n"::l,!':nl'1l1'1n that it did not 

measures to did not focus on 

on 

in the !:::::IITlnll.:> it 

sizes on a 

to obtain cash 

from the AUT 

in 

this 

An the determinants of net investment flows of South African GIFIiI'llIFlir.l'll1 10 
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1 
Unit trusts 

This ",h"" .. ",o 

that investors 

rise to 

that investors ",r,",."'''''·''' to 

how rlln ... r ... nl Inlv .... ~rnr and fund 

nVE!sti!~atE~s and n ... I· ... rMnin, .. ~ 

into and from 

common 

eXI)ec:teCl to have "' ...... , .... ,.,"" 

1 

fl:l,..ltnr~ which best 

nrllO.c:: ... ntc:: a 

net investment 

unit trust 

"t ... ,..t",,",, to 

at 

investors' 

was 

The research knllWIledcI9 is 

dissertation. 

,..",r,,..,,,,,,,t statement and 

li ..... it""i,i ..... r.'" eXPE~ctE~CI to 

mE!tn()ClCIIOCIV was 

4 dis,elolses and 

An 

are based on 

a 

the detefmlnants of net Investment flows of South African 

in terms of int,,, .. n,,,,t;,," 

makes -~.~,"" .... ;, ... "", for 

unlttrosts Page 11 
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2 

1 
local and Inte'rn!::IIt served as a in 

2.2 commences with a historical 

conducted on of cash flows. 2.3 documents 

Se(:tlollS 2.4 and 2.5 discuss market T!:Il"lrnr«: and fund act 

as ti.coI'.corr'l"lin,!:In'tc: cash "' ... ,~ ....... 2.6 and comments on in a 

African context. 

Unit trust r.co",,,,,,, ... ,,n in and 1 and 

assessment 

in well-

documented New Zealand and are considered. 

in terms of 

inl",nn~ti«:t,lOInr·i.co«: and differences. structure data and 

the on 

At flows and different n"'.Tnr' ..... 

measures. flows to returns and 

and 

returns. 

Fant 

new 

returns and 

to concurrent and 

(1 utilised an instrumental """",,,,"'1,,, nnrn",,-" to indicate on 

short-term returns on 

ex[)ectea cash 

and Warner ) demonstrated that 

cash flows are related. 

correlation Del:we!en returns and 

cash flows to 

and -out. 

that is no 

found that net flows are 

",,,r,,,,""',,,'" cash flows 

and Income mutual fund """'''''''l'Inl into: 

flow-return r",ll::ltir\n«:hi is bel:we!en 

other than a a ,.",,,::m,.,,..., 

concurrent and a nn~"_minn1rn He stated that are dominant 

An <!!mnil'lfl'2i the determinants of net Investment flows of South African GB17en,1 12 
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(1 Remolana et aI, 

returns are 

I"nrl,firn"""rt the eXI:>ec:tatlo for certain "'\I~ ... 'n or 

to 

an ,nl"'·':.,,,,,,,,,,,, 

Tk,"r ... ~fl,~r ~.~ ... ~r~n""r~ ~'Rn" ... nfr~II ... " on the Sirri 

follow across 

examined in a ::II",'npI"n"nl'ml" context to InV,9S!IIOa'!e whether 8Cl1C1re,oaited cash are 

He as~;ociatE!d with concurrent or ..... "'.0'."". movements 

when returns move. 

"n.'nn.',,"' ... and ,,,,,,, ... "."' ....... nt 

not that 

returns the 

when funds 

and (1 

income as ... vr~ll:I"l:It'''Inl \/::Iri::lhll ... !:I.\ 

Froot et al. 

flows have a n[]~'III\i'~ frlrp,"'ail:lt. 

Del 

ODIDm;ea to mutual funds. 

in r!PIJPlt,nl'>r! 

correlation to 

also an 

et 

on American Domestic 

but have a 

of 

(1 

At an 

the nature of the .nV,I"!:I.Tinr!:l. 

to 

1 to 2.5.10. 

1 

tax returns 

were 

Qn the determinants of net investment flows of South African 

are correlated 

int~.r .... ~t and 

fund 

in 

'''' ........ '''''''' r~."' .. 2rr·n into the 

""''''''r1~ ... t'1 evidence 

a 
to 

for as 

t"<>'''"i ... ,.. error \ _"' __ ,~' for the 

and 

because Warther (1 

tr,::u'!:I.at"t.('ln costs 

in 

and Gruber 

1 

nnrTTniln turnover 

were 

and are 

Pagel3 
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Torre Inu,"''''t' ..... ''''nt., into """, ........ , 

risk structures. 

studies are not .... n'11n::IIr:ll"'I'" "' .... '\nnm"'tri .... models and variables .... hl"\CI".n 

(1 

(1 

Prior to 

from 1970 to 1993. 

1 he 

T<:Irlrnr., which investors 

investors use 

when 

are driven 

(1 

",n •• ru,r .n,nrIM:II"lnn to 

it is 

of investors. 

995 

to 

the rationale and fear is 

our investors. 

in or 

the 

1 It is not easy to 

or to the on are nor is it the of this 

Investors ,."'Clnnrll"l in a manner to news events investors' 

SU(lCelstE!C that a common .... nITlnnn''''nt of investors' "",,,,",,,,,,, the 

investors herd across assets Wermers (1 

the extent of institutional He observed 

when .. VF"""" .. nr' .. extreme 

investors invest for the do not care about 

and it is 

Investors 

" but "when the herd moves, it 

r"'Clnnrln to returns and be 

et (1 

investors' sentiment about 

an in a 

one of the ,ClCI"'"::IIf,,\n considers investors as a 

as 

be 

An on the determinants of net Investment flows of South African 

if 

"it is 

them back into the corral," 

flows act as instruments 

Investors be aware 

since 

Aytlihll'inn similar 

is 

Page 14 
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this emanates from a cOlleCl:1On 

with nnt"'nt'i~ wants of investors. 

nrn,I"'T.",. investors as "rll'<:;R1"1v;Rnt:::lrloQ,rl 

r",,,;;m\J',,, to other 

in the same cal:eo:orv ""'c:ttril"t",t'I in terms of asset as are less mobile 

have on investors are 

more ..::nl'I'II!~tl":::It~!/1 will have with a 

measures, at their UI5IJU~;CII 

James and a 

of a concurrent ""'''=Of/rll'l returns 

It:lS,SIVt;iIV in the same manner as retail 

investors. behaviour to the Inn,f'l.l'",rrTl n1I1P..:,tmpnt not 

monitor the investment oe'CI51un their trustees investors as ,..,n''''''''1 as retail 

investors also makes 

a 

of 

flows is we'akI9nE!CI 

of the most of 

the terms of transactions or mrl\/p,m""ntl are 

It is not the intrinsic I"1'I~=or~I"t"'rjc:t'tjl"":: each but also environment in which the 

brokers' 

also receive cues from 

return on commentaries 

other market factors. or market f",r'tr"",,, are in the 

12 They divided their into retail and institutional funds based on the initial investment required by investors. 
13 Torre and Garcia concluded that mutual fund investments are driven by past little concern for 
transaction costs structures. They the concern that most investments are 1I11illlUliom. with the to 
manipulate costs and risk. 

An em'Plllrcal the determinants of net Investment flows of South African fie''Ieliill 15 
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I\lIn,n",,"n "economic models nn,nnlln choice assume that investors will consider the assets 

(1 stated that -,..""'." .. " 

returns the or :::Ilte~rn:::It'\I''''lv 

Considered in the of these 

r",c;:nnrlrl to short-term market .... "',, .... ,"" 

market outcomes 

animal 

it is ext)ectea that relative returns on 

Bernstein 

The most well-known and utilised the ",,,,,.r,,,,,,,,,, 

and Fortune (1 concluded that mutual fund investors 

a 

trade thus more 

nV&~C;:fI"Irc;: to overreact or 

rI"'I"I",n.rlin.n on the 

!'WI/'Inrl!:: in 

to new 

2.4.1.1 Direct rel,iltl(mSih beltwll!!en .... "', ...... ,,'" returns 

The United 

between stock market n""ofnrm 

the 

that market rlo,/"I'r"O'" cause some 

as investors r"'.' .... "''' .. rI to measures "the msn81'"SICln 

about 

concurrent market returns 

time-series 

a 

(1 

between 

cash 

in 

and Massa 

a 

concurrent market returns with no 

this is consistent 

a 

in nature' nne'c::rj:'n that this 

14 A further example proposed: in a 

..... ","t'"',· .. market returns 

on W:::llrthl~r'c:: (1 

be because the market is m"'l'In_r",v",rn 

be significant growth in the economy and 

on a rnnnTn"" basis. 

that 

be 

to 

contrarian 

of dividend declarations. possibly higher in the economy. Rockinger (1995) the increased divi,!ien,!is 
result in stock prices and returns and cash mutual funds. not only presently. but also in the future. 

An the detennlnants of net Investment flows of South African GeJ'Ienli 16 
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the 

sugiges;teCl that 

that cash 

a common .... nl"l"ln,nnj .. nr to 

nne'IT'"'''' rE~ed'lJacK .. tra!Cllnlg is 1"1:><:l,nnn<:.ihll:> 

"'V" ........ ,'''' .. I'I the n!"",n",e returns on a 

cash 

""'''::I" ... n<:.nln between 

basis a 
new ,1"1"", ......... "'",.,,., in 

returns and cash 

stated that momentum to this behaviour. 

uO(]ested that the apipa~mt:i is true in a 

less ... ,.,' .... n,.,titi" ... 

that investors' 1"I1:>~3r_rlml:> 

to "'""''''U''"', see a fall in the 

sU~lgestlrlg that a more :::anl"lrnnri::!tl:> the market has "",..,eT .. " to recover. 

.2 nAltw~U'l!n ....... , .. IIl'.:II1I' returns 

cross categ,ory ... nr'I"I:>Il .. til"ll"I 1"1''''''''''''''1''1 return in one cal:eg,ory and 

cash in another. 

that this was to 

to eXl:lect:aticm return at a lower risk. 

et 
I"nl'rl'!l:::atll>,rI with 

the 

concerns. 

returns in the 

other 

The 

returns have 

15 

~ ...... "nn' .. ".'n n,AtlIlAA,n market returns 

cause fund ....... .:.'1"1"',1"1"".<:. 

on assets and 

(1 showed that the "'"","_ .. "',. .... ....... ""·If ... ' returns on cash 

sustain a downward 

and He 

extent to which rll:>rn~rlrl drives 

in a in 

investors 

market and 'n"',""'!"'\1 

weak to 

, .... , ... 'uc ... that the crash effect on cash it did not have a 'n"'n_ ... !" ...... on returns. 

The ....... ""·If ... ' decline was to induce net 

to 

to normal 

this o::.l:>l~Tlr,1"I there is reasonable 1:>\/irl""'I"'1:> to that cash 

at cash in- and outflows sep,araltely, 
Karceski indicated 

""ul,,,,mno time-series in cash flows, r.nn'CIUI:lonn """"un,,,,,,u is 

to bond and 

cash 

n"",<:O",,,Y,,,,/"1 in 

....... ",rlf.:>r returns. 

fAllOIlinn •• hin to and returns on the 
(or market) risk is a useful variable in 

An the detennlnants of net Investment flows of South African GIIII1711111":'IfI/ unit trusts 17 
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aC(;e:S:Slu,le market than et 1 Bennet and 

weak evidence a 

Froot et 

to 

sentiment in 

In a 

factor 

on investors' 

did not 

An 

et 

New Zealand 

the 'nTi"'~nl"'Tlnn"'. cash 

flows over and above that 

countries. 

is more 

market is 

observed in a that market returns 

More im,nn.-t"",th, 

returns in 

is consistent where 

investors' in and the United 

cash flows to are to out 

to returns on markets. 

to 

mutual trusts are 

returns. This is a common 

1 ). 

r 

the influence that and short-term interest rates have 

n,.",.c:::",nt".1'1 "',,,,,,"',,,,..'" of a necJative 

has been 

and 

with to 

at 
as short-term ,n\l.o",tm",nt", accounts. 

:nn·tl"""nl to their eXI)ec:tation 

flows are n"",,,,,,1\,,,,,,,,, to interest 

Axamolle International investors, (nervous about possible losses in 
first. 

investors' sentiment regarding American Domestic 
nrl .... I\I;',,, state of fun,:lanlen1tals of the They documented that cash inflows 

retums over the next month or However, in countries these 
confirmed the existence of smart money, investors after a large 

future returns. 
positively related to interest rates i.e. the higher the rate, the greater the investment in 

the determinants of net Investment flows of South African GIIIlA""""'''' Pagel8 
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nv~"«;.t, ... r~ could tiiff,l"'rPlnt asset classes as Pf'I"\nnm where the np'''!<:ITI\'P r",I,,,ti,...n.,,hin reflects 

.......... "'''',t.,. and 'n ... r .... 'a is an because 

it would be ex~)ec'ted that the market value 

eXtleCrea that investors would not in or divest from these 

This could be 

Van (1 

American 

to investors 

term structure ,nt£.r .. "t rates ,..otll .. ,..I!., IniVP'::.tnl"«;" outlook the economic 

2.4.3.1 

the 

.. t ........ cd rates 

Santini and 

De'[1WeE~n cash 

(1 no evidence 

as because short-term i"T"ro, .. t rates are volatile 

rates on 

... ".,t,tio ... t in the stock market 

et a/. (1 

the 

1994 when 

c:.n."rr.,TPrm interest 

- 1996. The most 

nTo,· .. ."t rates 

I.IC,",CIII..Il:l,C the 

not take a po~;mc'n on the market and invest IJCI .. dll.,;:'C are not too 

but rather relative of or 

..... , ..... "' ... and nOlCa1teO that ~nl ... rr_Tprm In,tpr,I'!c:.t rates and pYI~h!l:lnnIP rates are neC]atlVelV related to 

Zealand cash 

utilises short-term inh"r .. '.:.t rates to control 

drivers of an investment decision. 

LOlrlo.;terlm Interest rates 

Santini and and 

investors 

these investments. 

two 

19 Ferson and Warther (1996) utilised 6-month treasury 

the 

c::n,'"_T",rm interest rate is one of main 

Jlurlf'l'IIn Reserve Bank Tnll,,,.,,,, inflation t::ar,,,!ptinn 

bond int''',.."".:.t 

"'1",..',11"'0 0""-.£ .. ',.. .. of this. Santini and Aber (1 

and unit trusts which hold 

hP1lWIIO,pn these 

int..r .. ,,,t 1"\,""'1" .. , .... securities at a low risk. As eX~)eclteCl, 

while other researchers used the certificate of rate. 

An the determinants of net Investment flows of South African I.Inlttmsts Page 19 
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and (1 

'n!::It1~,r::lltlnn than short-term ,"t •• r",,~t 

investors are not to determine 

risk and 

discuss the f"'l'I",rrllinl'l the 

unit trusts on 

investors 

the same as 

that returns on 

to 

to concurrent cash 

measures. He who 

'"''''"'r ..... ''''1 returns on 

Fitzsimons and 

(1 inter 

that 

in of 

is not clear. 

a more on 

is 

rates 

between 

variations in 

and 

returns on all assets 

th~,nrio~~t1 that the to 

(1 

both normal returns and 

returns 

more 

.... "',~ ... ,.. and Das 

are most 

motive for this behaviour 

An the of South African GS'''BI'lI'llJ1 Page 20 
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2.5.1.1 of information 

measures are to investors: 

II and normal returns - consist means 

(1 investors are not return 

that naIve investors to a 

cash to 

II Excess returns - consist of returns in excess of a benchmark. Santini and Aber (1 concluded that there 

is a excess returns measures. Edelen (1 

reasons are su~~ge~stE,d for 

must invest in to the h"'r,~hlm:::lrk 

their in 

to the 

(1 

then investors 

vice versa 

African context. 

• Abnormal returns -

want to lock-in the 

Jensen's !:IFl'''Inrm!:l 

a 

'·n'n"",....u transaction costs. 

excess returns. 

returns retract. 

asset 

Most investors 

the 

investment 

Institutional investors 

a certain 

Various r"'C:,"'!:Irl"n state 

a ~innifi'~!:Ilnt association 

with 

to show the 

Jain I"nl"lfirnn",t1 the 

users similar ,nt,"Irn"""',nn to 

Jensen's :::Innnlrml'li 

Mnlrnin,n",t, .. r Inc., the Chicago-based investment service, has been hailed as one of the most influential rating systems in the 
Am".n,-"," fund industry. 

South Africa does nol have these rating facilities, neither is there reason to believe that the average investors would be able to calculate 
these measures, nor whether have access to historic data-series to calculate such measures. However, as alluded to this may 
not be the case with the investments in South African unit trusts. 

An em'lll,,'cal on the determinants of net Investment flows of South African GeJIJer.rl 21 
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.2 

Investors must DeneVF! that returns will 

In the United 

in unit trusts and 

and Titman (1 

in the skills and 

n~lrtnlrm!~n('~isnr~.nlr·t~t\I~\ 

concluded a n,,,.ITI\,'" n,QlrC:,IC:Tg:,,'1 in 

Brown and (1 used methods to ........... 'Tr .... 1 and rev'ealeo F!VIIr1F!rl~F! that 

ImrllVlfln that In"cc"I"'1"" could use historical ,,.,t, ........ ,,,,,,,, ... ,., to 

investors are aware of this 

outcomes in 

on the oredictallil 

QUI'CQlma,S" 23 

.3 Influence 

be ex"ecteo 

COITIOI:>sllilon for the next 

outcomes and 

as investors 

from the 

Prior r.:.",.:.~r ... h has nr~."''''n .. ;.n and SU!l!'.'lE!StE!O reasons for and in the reaction of 

cash Efficient Market market would to 

new 

ratl,eClraa in value at rliflF"",.,:>nt 

1 and Tkac 

found that 3-month-old 

information. made a further ... nl,tri!hl conducted an 0\1'''' .... _",.. on 

of 

when 

observed 

r~c:nnr'lC:~ to a 

flow r .. "nn'n"'~'''' were detectable in the 

nh"~I"\Iirln an immediate in funds' status same 

over and five star 

It is W .... ,rth~lIhili~ 

orders to ... h~~nnl~ 

of 

investors react to no,'tnrm 

,.,t"".n .. ,~ti .... n of the information. if investors use current 

be carried out over a to 

those of ~vf'h~nn.~", 1 

a over nif'f.or,Qlnt 

returns is than for other funds 
''''''In'''''''''', where investors adjust their nnr1!fnlill!lt 

too much to the most recent 

An on the detBtminants of net Investment flows of SDuth African GeA"er.;1 

previous 

22 
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1-1'III'"gn and Warner 

returns 

been overstated 

interval ...... '"inrlC! 

'""C!nnr,'" to concurrent 

not 

horizon 

investors 

interval seem more 

Elton et a/. 

noise I"'n,,,,,nnn,,,nt 

investors 

n""fnrlm!:l,nl"''''C! nl!:l .... lr'n more reliance on the 

month 

2.5.1.4 

the sense 

it 

(1 

to the mixed ''''''''''''''1'''''''' 

returns. Fant (1 

in 

concurrent and 

p.1) "flows will 

nnc!gl"\l'lnn the outcomes in the 

data to t'lgrnnr\C!tr~tc a "n,"r ... I,"''''',n between 

have 

... n,,, .. ,,,+ ... '" the 

that the interval do not influence the .,innifil"'!lI""", of the 

data is that it 

Remolona et a/" (1 

costs. W~lrth,"r (1 

r.:n,l'It'7,n!:lr,n (1 

and Karceski 

one-month time 

SU(](]f'!!Stf'!/l that 

on 

corroborated these finriinr1C! 

random 

to 

recent 

From the 

most C!lnnifil".:Ilnt 

included bel1iNeem 1 to 

(1 used a three

and 

add C!in"ifir,!:Int 

!:I/lIItJ'lIJ'_<: have." .fin.",.,t", are in 

for the next 

be In''''rn.·"", .. ,,, to 

mean that an increase in T"'''''''''"''' return leads to an increase in future without I"Inlll"lll".n 

constant. Karceski evidence that investors tend to invest a nnnrBnn of money after 

the market has been ·"'V,.,""-;"'''I'';''',., a .'ii1fl'nm'Ga,'1[ move of the fact this nglrfnl'm;~nr"" 

not 

An on the determInants of net Investment flows Page 
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Sias and Starks (1997) attrib<.Jted this feedback-trading to tM use of 'stop loss orders' and portfolio insJrance 

Fant (1999) Sll9gested that the possit>ility of return affecting cash flows is more complex than <XJtlined by the 

positive feedback-traders hypothesis, He indicated that market timing might also be consistent with returns 

affedlt-,g future cash flows 

Two tests by Warther (1995) showed a negative relationsh~ between Ihe prO!" period's returns (monthly and 

weekly) and the current perod 's cash flows. Warlher (1995) inlerpreled this as evK1ence againsl relurns affecting 

fk>ws, He suggested that this m~ht be due to the speed of investors' reaelion. pointing oullhat h~h relurns in the 

current month, should act as a signal to nvestors to divest the following month, t>efore returns move downward 

from their peak, He also stated that the basis for rejection of the feedback-traders hypothesis arises since it 

seems improbable that a" investors who use a feedback strategy, do SO quickly, He cor<;llJded that the concurrent 

relatlonsh~ should then be attributable to either price pressure, or the 'In formation effect, but failed to dislinguish 

between these explanations, or to provide definite evK1ern:e of these theories, Santini and Aber (1 998) Sll9gested 

that these fi mlngs support the Efficient Market Hypothesis, where, if the market is effiCient, the past performances 

do not explain future performarn:es and investors react to clIrrent information. ~noring past information Santini 

and Aber (1998) based their conclo.Jsion on foor different lagged performarn:e measureS As none of the results 

was signi ficant, this adds robustness to Wart her's (1995) hypothesis 

Another form of tM feedback-traders hypothesis suggests that investors chase returns cross-sectionally acrOSs 

different funds, categoroes and markets (Fortooe, 1998; Edelen and Warner, 2001, Goetzmann e/ al. 1999, 

Barberis and Shleifer, 2003), Several of the research studies surveyed, concluded that investors are not only 

b,lased towards past returns, b<.Jt also towards good performances (Kliger and Son sino, 1999), 

2.5.1.5 Investors asymmetric response to peliormance information 

Find ings by Chacoo and Das (1999) deduced that the better the reiative performances, the larger the porto n of 

disposab ka cash flows delegated to such un"t trusts, This is in spite of the fact that the relative performances 

neither prol'ide, nor guarantee useful informal'lon about selected managers' chances for good future 

performances, They detected a willingness to invest in response to good absolute performances, This could be 

because the chances that managers (who are perceived to be informed) wouk! repeat their performances are 

more probable, compared to uninformed managers achlel'ing the same results 'In the second period, Table 2 

presents two types of past perfonnance measu res wh,d might affect investors' behaviour, 

Table 2. Investors' reliance on performance measures 

Deecrlptioo InflulH\(:. on investors' beh.viour _! 

Relali .. 

p..-!o'''' ''''. 
~ .. Reflecti n, il\e nu ,,!>or ,,, "'''''''', .. "' ''<;'9 of" .. /I.xJds 

r. ~'''' '0 '''' ' pee" 

An ~mplri<~1 study ON flit! d<!rsrmfn~nts of nef itwes~nf flows of Solifh Afrl<~n G~n~,.,.1 Equity unif trosts 

,,,;th 
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Sirri and Tufano apl:>lieid the cross-sectional reglresisioln nl"nl"'il"C::C:: de1I1elc:>pe!d Fama and MacBeth 

and were amlongst the first researchers to on investors ch~!sirla plerfC)rmlanlces crclss-seictic::mc~lIy across 

i.e. inVE!stirlg I"" .. ",,,,,.,t ... " .. ti" ... of cash flows to fIo .. "",,,,,,rI on normal and risl<-adjuste!d 

to divest from poor ... ""rfnrlminln also that investors invest 

more cash in than poor the same non-linear 

relcltiOilship mlethod(:>lo,~y"", Chevalier and Ellison and Karceski inter confirmed these fincfinc]~ 

Gruber that there are two of who contribute towards this behaviour: 

clientele dirE!ctirlo their towards the 

disad"anlta~led clientele consist of the fnllnwiinn' 

.. Institutional diEladlvantilgEtd investors - This 

South Africa's that are restricted the 

.. UnlsoJ)hil;tic:atEld investors -

such as ""rI,,,,,,,,-ti.,,i ... ,., and advice from brokers. 

is replresien'ted 

or mandate. 

to funds 

and clientele. The 

perlsicm funds and fiduciaries in 

at in on 

In I""\U;::'UCllld, ) documented the existence of a statisti!cally and eceJnclmically signilrrcaint rllO,l:::Itinnc::hi ... 

between flows and pelforma!ncl:!s and also noted a bias in the relc:.ticlnslhip because the "'II'I,Tnrmirln funds 

attracted the most cash flows. 

2.5.1.6 Contribution of the media and mairkEttinlg to this retlurn!-cl1lasiing behaviour 

Once the cost of proice~;sinlg in,fnrlm:::l!tinn was corlsidlerEld Sirri and (1 preidicted that consumers would 

are and less for them to ider,tifv sources of infl:lrn1::!tion are 

(i) broker media articles or mclrkE!tinlg and information. Alexander et a/. 

conducted a survey amlongst American mutual fund investors to find the chc~ralctelristiics, level of kn()wlled~le 

and sources of infl",.""""tii....... investors use. concluded that investors use information orcivicled 

brokers to rI""t! .. ,.,,..,in, .. 

on brokers' information 

to investors. 

inc()rpClratE:!d in the 

surmised that reliance recent ace~uhsitieJns 

managers the to overstate their own pelrfolrmc:mc:es and activellv sell their own 

mutual funds are at thus is not 

Ho'we'ller managers can communicate their skill via :::Iri'vll'lriic::inn'·" 

Accor'dirl!l to Sirri and Tufano and Pritamani investors have a tendelncy to make 

de(~isi(>ns. in of a lack of sPE!cicllist dUVI\"C. under the influence of the marketing and financial press. Past 

... grfnrIM:::Ilnl"''''C:: form a satellilte It:i::ILUlrt: of funds' media calmpaigins. Funds are "more to adverlize 

SUf,lem")r p,erf()rm,anc~e and avoid ad\'erlizi",g 

tend to higilliglht extreme oerfonmers at 

cornOi:mv information such as the Mornillgs,tar 

peI10fima.ncEf' (I:~""rllr"uilih' and KOjtow'itz, The media 

of and 

could be used as a source of m::llrk,~tinln inlformcltion'V 

searched for a linear and a non-linear re,I~~i~~li~~~~hi~ln these cases, the different models presen,ted similar 
p.365) that the is "mostly linear with significant at the 

perfo'rmance 
important for funds' success (Ro,ekinger. 

Morleynnax, Alexander 

An 
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Elton et ai, (2002) statoo that marketing and spill-over measures account for some of the cash fiows, nat 

accounted for by past performances, Jain and Wu (2000) confirmed that advertised funds attract significantly 

more cash flows i~ comparison to unadvertised tunds i~ the same investment objective 

2_5_2 Transaction costs and fee structures 

Three different types of fee structures could affect the short-term returns received by unit holders, and by 

implicatio~, also the sensitiVIty of the cash flows of investors' annual management fees, front- and back-ended 

costs (re:erred to as loads in the United States), These fees might consist of a compulsory ser'l'koe charge or 

;:>erformance pation Annual management tees seem low compared to the i~itial front-ended tees but these 

charges occum ulate over the medium to long-term. Management companies usually al bcate a port.,n of the entry 

fee to' the brokers or advisors (Lambrechts, 2000) These tees are negotiable for institutional investors (but not 

necessarily fo:- the 'man-in-the-street') and create a potential bias in the lindings of this dissertation. Since 

institutional investo:-s make the majority of unit trust investments, this gives them significant pov;er to negotiate 

lower costs either by virtue 01 the amount they invest or by waiVing the OOVISO:-S' port.,n 01 the lees 

Table 3_ General cost structure (incl_ VAT) 

Up to 5,7% Up to 7% U, to st, Up 10 6'l Up 10 [)% 

Table 3 provides a generalised cost structure for various ty;:>es at investment vehicles. Fund 01 funds, Wrap 

funds and Linked Investment Service Providers were created to facilitate regular switching amongst uni: trusts 

These funds could acquire bulk iMestments at 'wholesale' prices lor the retail market. Retail traders would 

transact at the bid and ask prkoes, whet'eas institutional tradet's typically would negotiate prices and costs d~e ctly 

with brokers (Keim and Madhavan, 1997). This is afforded to them due to their stature alld large cash holdings, 

for example. certain Fund of Funds will not invest it the fulld insists on charging IrO'nt-ended lees; in ather words, 

a business deciSion supersedes the pertO'cmance criteria 

Rockinger (1995) theorized that investors are cost minimizers, selecting lullds with low expenses but concluded 

that annual fees and 'Initial investment requirements are not a determinant 01 cash Ilows. Emp~ically, Spitz (1970) 

separated the lunds into twa sub-samples, containing no- alld load funds, showing that a significant cash Ilow

performance relat'K>I1ship only exists tor no-klad funds, Iwolito (1992) and Berkowitz and Kotowitz (2000) 

em played a similar methodology alld presented evidence that poor perfor'1lances lead to halt as many withdraws 

from load funds as from no-load lunds The lact that no~oad fums have more sensitive cash Ilows than klOO 

lunds IS interesting particularly because -!llll u,eraii performaoce 01 oo-Ioad and load funds is 'Iir/ually 

indistinguishable- (Gruber. 1996. p,7S9). However, whe~ considering load costs. load funds intuitively under

perlorm the no-load lunds, 

An ""'piriCllI stud, fH1 th~ d~t<lrmin~nts of n~( In~$tm~nt floWfif of South Afrlcdn fi~""rM Equity unit trosts 
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i-I",rltr,w.!r'7 and not as investors do consider 

that investors are ""il"l"ifi .... "'.~tI" t",,,,-,,,,,,",,, 

attract more cash and D""p ... ~'~r""~~'~. confirmed these 

would 

Investors 

to exceed the 

in the 

transaction costs 

h",li"'\I'" that the 

in 

not seem to be an .m,nl'l.'f<>rU 

behNeen 

revenue maximisation 

that could 

to 

funds are neither 

increase in an 

behNeen cash and 

that '"\I","",'l'Ir" need to be 

the investors eXIPec:ted returns. In other 

returns exists. 

fund 

be used to 

this is 

to more revenue. 

costs. 

returns on 

because 

into account 
and to a 

thus 

not the case. He 

nor do 

it could be O",:>.",!!o their revenue volumes of In"",,,,,',..,.,, 

whereas are unable to increase their 

amount revenue from clientele. 

et a/. 

ml'ln:::l,nll'llrc: to 

--JI----- returns 

stated that "'",.,,,:>,.,,, 

that 

a one-

ratios are 

to better n"".-t"r:~ 

than funds 

and thus must extract maximum 

a 

structure, 

should 

on cash 

earn better non- and 

ratio, 

27 Sirri and Tufano and James and Karceski defined transaction costs as the total annual administration costs the load 
over an assumed seven-year holding and Poteroa used an indicator variable for with front-

or loads and expense ratio as a percentage, The i ... .lli .. "t,,.,. variable more significant findings than utilising actual 
transaction cost percentages. 

An on the determinants 
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Financial and brokers - to ,..nr ......... n to brokers investment ::IInl,/ICI.,"OrCl. for 

Elton al. sU~lgE!StE~a that transaction costs most 

r"'IlI/::IIrrl!:. to salesmen. Their research .... nl"' .... "";"'1"1 that the 

pro,pol:;ed that ,..h""nn •• CI. 

in other counter 

is 

an area nv~~rhl"'::IIrlc:: to 

or ex(~eJlient to run, 

to create future economic 

at the same 

time are 

investors. 

the n"','1::11TIV'" 

investments 

also ,..""Fr .. " .. " 

or 

2.5.3.1 

Normal returns 

investors are more 

nVI"Cl.T,nrCl. to 

that if the 

,...nr'Cl.I\,'", to as 

then I"Irn, ..... '·<> 

to 

more 

on brokers' 

This overshadows 

the reasons or nature the tr::llnC:::::Il"tlnn researchers have .... ,.<:,"' .. "t"',1'1 

tranSi3lction costs in "'YI"OI::IIi,nirln 

risk. The risk 

The ... "' ... ,;;:0" .... , to invest in the nlnn"""'T n,corttWrn 

(1 

averse to 

investors' ,... .. II"I::II\/lnl this. 

of risk 

::IIn:::ln .. ,rCl. either in that returns allow the 

be SU[:I-o[ltIm if it 

James (1 

as investors want a sure 

assets to 

::IIttr·::II .... l!inn new investors. rn",,, .. ,,,,,, .. ,"<> "I~n'nn/"'t~ in 

int'r .. ~.<><:,rI assets 

investors fail to the 

,... .. ,rtn,rrn':O"f'" tournaments the 

Fant 

the 

risk funds, returns are a better variable of cash flows. 
a impact on funds' asset size investors are less likely to divest from a 

with information more available and cash flows more mobile (AUT, 2002). 

An on the determinants of net Investment flows of South African unit trusts Page 29 
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and and Karceski 

stock 

an increased 

the 

income stream. This """''''''''1\' 

incentive to Iln,-to,1J1:1"'o 

suglgesitea that 

it is ac(;eptea 

to 

market. In 

tilt the .... n.'"nlln towards high beta 

to the increase in cash 

since "cash 

in return 

where the 

with the 

are able to secure a fixed 

An to 1999 ..::hn1NPrl 

' .... 'tAyC'y that this is 

in most cases, the 

as unit trusts 

bull ..... "' ..... "', .. 

a bull market over this This 

over-invest in 

context. 

thus 

On the a view 

incentive to increase 

Ellison (1 

investors do not aIVII~\''':: 

ml.·~rAjnrA.<:AI"lr or 

model to estimate the 

towards the 

r"I .... " ...... · behaviour with 

with t:>l'r\nnm 

or 

not. 

to returns. Other researchers nr"'<II.t:>,nt"./"I 

IStlCal[ea investors would consider risk 

Berkowitz Kotowitz 

(1 that in 

inl",ont'j"o to 

have an 

also attract new cash 

times. 

whereas naIve 

that investors 

that 

<ll.hr\w"./1 that 

attention to 

in their investment decisions to return 

to use 

market risk 

risk an investment. 

33 "Investors tend to beat up managers if hold too much cash in a bull market, but look 
(Williamson, 1998, For example, if 50% the is kept in cash and the balance in 
resltleCltlvellV. then I'IRn, .. ",s:.nt 20%, whereas the category return 

An the determinants of net Investment flows of South African 

when the market is in a melt down" 
with the returns 1 0% and 30% 

excess of 20% if the other funds are 

unit trusts 30 
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(1 

some on 

RAlnollnna et 

to 

momentum 

to expectE:!CI 

on 

exists. 

to an eXI)ec:tatlon 

in 

por1:folil)S are biased towards nll"lln·rll;K investments 

an 

na, ... :;;O.',\la return events. Lettau 

to returns on a I"n.,t .. ,mn,n .. "",nc.n, an 

react more to n",n<:lf,,," 

oDllectlvE~S are most 

of t .. :::.,R .. ,·" 

to 

insurance' 

Warner 

Growth or 

movements act as a 
,.<:11' on ...... " 0 r et 

a larger portion of high-risk unit trusts thus eliminating any 

Studwick and Grant, Business Press, Vol. 8(18): 
respectively. 

9 January 1995 and Clash, Forbes, Vol. 161(4): 23 ..... IlIHl"rv 1998. 
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and (1 \I\I""rtl"l,,,r (1 et a/. 

the common "":",,.'''n ... ~. T~"-'TI'lr'" 

p.1). 

(1 

in to measure 

in search 

to 

for smart money to 

flows 

Before nll'll"inirln to 

...... ~.rl.r."'+ to 

is inf .... rn1!:lItii ..... n 

reason for the 

in 

1 Each source reflects a nl1l' ..... "'"T 

a rise in and 

ral,,,,,,,,,,,,, to 

to ex,)ectea nll'll'~"IVII'I 

of investors' reilClilon 

sources 

with investors n .. ".f",,",.i 

\1 ... <T,,,, .. can move 

new 

.... ,,,,n,,, .. , ... ,, into ...... " ...... ,,,' more to ''''''''''''''''',1''1'' 

In,,,,,.,., indicate 

""2'Tn .. r (1 rar,nr1tarl a 

He 
or lJ.,,,l. .. 'J "'''' 

2001, p.1 or 

rllI'!~tir'~tli ..... n of 

,,,,u,,,,,,,,, via 

which are 

311 Noise traders (or 'less than rational invl~""r,~'1 contributors to this behaviour, acting in response to this 'flocking' as opposed 
to their investment decisions on factual onmnn",nnn about investment fundamentals. 

An Sm'Dil'llcal the determinants of net Investment flows of South African GeJ7er.,/ trusts Page 32 
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to use AYI~h~~nrllC>~ 

risk 
37 

at a "u",or.",." within- or intl~rrl~\1 

same 

Modern investment 

and 1 

catlagones and 

mean cal:eg,ory 

or asset allclcal:ion 

are too 

I"Aconnrll'i to returns or to 

to 

to nrc""",.., cash 

to be 

on ~n,I""·T,_"'.rrn 

or 

or trades on the 

on 

and a nn!lTnlrrl_' ",n,nrr,,,,,..n to ,n\j,,,,,,'trn,"nt select:lon 

)1"1~n:!nr~All: in cal:ealJf 

the incentives to 

Investors are 

an 

DetlNee~n two 

to 

into a 

nature non

in 

and 

investors 

investment nhiAI"I'i\llC>~-- SIC>,,..tin,n 2.3.1 

(;;nrl:::l~'\1 et a/. 

more sensitive to recent 

the 

exists. 

In 

of into 

a these ~"""'Tnrl"'l 

two ~:::IITlnl"'~ ""', ..... ,." 

and 

fund cash flows are 

24 

set. He stated that investors react more 

between 

the market microstructure 
and costs, thus .... "'"""'" 

Remolona at at. 
vulnerable to outflows, but exhibit least volatile 
this statement in the South African market. 

An the determinants 

information reach their desired position slowly, in 
':II,I,n_,.,'''r<,I~,."rI cash flows at a/. 2001). 

uggesteld that the funds with more conservative investment objectives are most 
this research looks at a category, it is not possible to validate 
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It would be eXI)ected that .n",o:oc!tnr., in be more to recent nAI'fnrm 

the track record their 

to be venture CaIDIt~~lIsts returns and are to 

these 

investors 

and 

the on cash 

n,,~ • .,t/'r.,' awareness and 

studies have reached 

SU~laeiSteia that investors n&::llr .... ll'li\/A a 

between cash 

and in" ... .,I • ..,,..,' 

,n",,,,.,,nre> are more attuned to 

the 

Inv .. ""nr", are more Ijdll.HII..IU;:' 

in 

size r&::lf1I0:0t'''I., 

the 

thus 

between cash 

in a 

...... " .. " ..... t., ':Ovl,I"I,:or' .... 1I'I that 

are not 

whether (i) 

and 

He concluded 

n""\/l'IlIIl"lr and Ellison (1 and 

1 ... '~.U .. 'u that and 

observed that 

with the h\/r\f'ltl'l,:oc::ic:: nv,:>c::t • ..,rc:: are more ... ,'" .. ,,'-, ... 

a/. (1 

more 

2.5.7.2 Beliefs: Rules of thumb 

In terms 

believe that the 

other 

will be 

selection and ml:lr!(s:ot 

In .. "'nrlr returns 

to 

This .... nlr'lfir'm..:.ti filr'ltiil"lnc:: 

investors affects smaller 

size. 

fund size 

if 

thus invest in these funds on a 

(1 

it 

size has a 

that accelerated 

is 

into because it would 

actual ..,'-''""'' .... 

the 

R""r'Lr/"'lJit.,. and Kotowitz used a time-series .""n"&::Ie:.,in and nr", • ., ... nt"".ti 

more than smaller 

39 Funds become over by IInrl,Ar.n .. rf".rmi,,,n blue chip stock or it 
referred to as being "muscle bound' 2000, p.418). The 
performances. 

be too 
have a 

An on the determinants of net Investment Rows of South African 

undervalued stock. This infll!xibility is 
leading to ... nn.dr .. ,;n<.rI 

Page 34 
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Del 

size 

level 

and 

on an ",Vg:.nT._c:m 

when selectma 

invest in a wide 

returns. In 

skewed 

while at the same 

but 

between cash 

not n .. n.vln,,,, 

and 

size is 

,..,.." .. ", .. over a 

concentrated 

are more flexible 

this allows to 

to affect 

on,.r!:lllro returns. Srrl::lll,=>r funds 

I"'n ........... ontori that smaller 

is more 

prolpoisea the view 

as in the case 

in the 

to the 

but since there are 

awareness and m:::l,rkll'!tl 

Investors' awareness 

and direct ..... l:I.rlclC.ti 

on 

and 

2.5.7.4 

be considered to be a 

researchers be n"""v,,,,"" 

-,. ... '·' ... l"'lm-u·' the fact that an 

in his 

funds be better receive a 

scale. 

The the volume of assets and the 

the search 

in 

{1 

of 

rfn'r ..... ':oon'·o , ........... ';)0;:;; ... on best or worst 

to 

the 

appearance economies scale 

interest. 

induce 

be better investments 

funds since it is easier nnir ... nti!:lll ........ <"",,'" Net Present Value investments. has been 

have 

the detennlnants of net Investment flows trusts Page3S 
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to 

current 

so. 

It is not 

which 

to 

... ""'Tnr ..... well 

awareness and 

more !::AI1<::ltivA to 

amounts in the IrresPE~cti\,e of 

like to attract more cash to 

to I'nl"l<::I/"h::.r the from 

reasons nr" .. "",,<:>" to 

are nm",,...,,, r.",,,,·t,,,1'1 to size of the assets 

current 

,I", .... 'Uo;;y that this is a result in most cases consumers 

must ,.1'111"1",(1:", 

investors. 

to such an 

in a 

to take 

that are 

more secure to invest more in or this is 

to the 

is the total assets under management. The of Pretoria Dre:senIS 
.. n •• n .. ,m .. ,nt companies and comments on certain companies on a quarterly AIT~.rn::!I!lv~!lv 

mm""m.", inlfnnrnAt'inn of 

and fund size of 
of fees, excluding 

African market experienced similar I'!h~'nnl~s 

the determinants of net Investment flows of South African GI9,_r.'II1 unit trusts Page 36 
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1) 

An 

a 

asset 

services 

SPE!Clcllist asset 

create c:.vln",,"nv 

investors 

the 

it 

related to 

flows. 

with of and a star or 

to the notion ""'r· .. ",,~ .. e cash 

to concentrate investments with a 

structure and Do~mn::m 

customers. are not nelce~;sarlly 

the next best alternative with lower 

in 

as Oasis 

access, 

to 

to 

a 

since 

in 

team. These 

total assets under and total 

this 

evidence that cash are 

and tend to attract 

related to the of the 

the and the are 

and awareness are main drivers size of the 

towards for decisions. 

2002, a common automated platform, processes transactions and facilitates the trading and switching of 
.. 1 .. ,rlft'.n;"",11v I:IetWBEIn bulked investors. This system removes the transactional risk and contributes to more effective cash 

the determinants of net Investment flows of South African GeA7er.,1 Page 37 
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investors are ... nr' ... Arn ... rI 

10 

Investment is a 

when adejiticma 

a 

an increase in 

income in 

tax-aware 

tax returns. H .... rnc:,tr .... ,!::!::I .. r 

tax returns (excel;s 

tax returns add more 

as~;ociatE!d with 

a rI .... 't .... rlm 

OIs,po~;aDle income. It 

a vector auto~ 

and 

as 

is 

no 

(1 ... h~~,.,nIA in pO!lable income. 

real 

in unit trusts or have a 

lower 

2.2 to 2.5.10 1.11;::'1...1.1;::';::' 

that 

fund .,n •• ,..,t,,.. 

Various factors 

are due to a lack of: (ii) 

invests in unit 

this is not deemed a 

a retirement 

prclspeCl:IVe investors. 

ml'l .... rtl:lk"'.,., in an American context and nr""~""I't 

the variation in 

are summarised 

turnover et cetera in 

and 

or economic th"nrl""q 

market returns and interest rates seem to f~ ... I'nr'" with the most 

11 .... ,rl flO..... of 

fAtll .... !"l'lnn an eXI)ec:tatlo on 

rI .. ,~lIn"''' ... interest rates and an In,,, .. ",,,./1 curve, 

Africa is t'nln"'"/"IA'F",,n as one of 

to 

more 

factors act as 

Africa ""VI,... .. "' .. ",.. ... /1 
to returns on 

markets. 

markets. 

47 There is no prior research to the notion that the same factors could influence South African investors. There are differences 
between the South African and the ;nt ... rn"ltinn,,1 unit trust industry, however, their fundamental characteristics underlying the markets are 
similar, 

An on the determinants of net Investment flows aT _' .. n." ... 
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would not 

the notion 

An 

it is conceivable that 

risk and transaction costs 

on 

t" ..... 'nc:!lI"I .. r<>' ...... '" is 

model would investors are 

is not eXI)ecteO to occur due to the 

about 

size and unit 

and corlse!QUer unit trust 

tnrAtr,nnt of 

on cash in a ""'Tn,..",,, context. 

are 

access 

are 

selected, consists of all General unit trusts, with a mandate to invest in selected shares across all industry sectors of the 
medium and smaller shares. 

knowledge about the fee structures. These structures are 
the clients' portfolios, limiting the 'out of 

the detennlnants of net Investment flows Page 
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3 

1 
r"'CI,"',",'ti:. the research used to and the data in order to answer the 

research aUE!Stll:.>ns in 1. Each section 

section 3.3 

to be included in the 

the 

data 

used to determine the number 

Section 3.4 ..... "',.,"' ..... ., the 

o;:".,,,t,,,,, 3.5 outlines the "'Ylnlnr:::lfinnl 

to 3.8 UI!:I'vl.l0:2'!:I 

cash flows. 

1 ........ t .. ,1""1'"1 

the reasons: 

mn,ln\J,,,,n to Inviestligalte 1,",\I"'~~fnr'Q' 

section 

and the 

1 to 30 ~""I'lt""ITlhl"r 

"",rfnrIM:::III"'I"'" and the 

Im ... t,r,"'C: and 

trust cal:eg,ory over the 

to the r .;: ..... "'.''''1 

• R assets invested in the unit trust was invested in 

rpaSSE!a these unit trusts. n ,,~ • .,.~.,., in the 

• the 

were to 

resulted from the interaction oelwe~en 

• were CA~.II.1\ACU 

market , ... rI,,,,,,tl"\r 

I~U", .. c:t amount of flows. 

a similar mandate or risk return 

to be avoided the 

size and sectorial 

non- and .n« •• """ .. "."'''' ......... securities that 

CI\\,II.I\'C\.I since 

not be the case 

which 

react 

it would not be to an ",.",.ny, .. 

An the detennlnllnts of net Investment Rows of South African unit trusts 40 
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The number unit trusts 177(% from 30 1 in consumers a wider 

choice. unit trusts in 2002. 18 were in 

30 

in a further 

consisted of 34 funds older than two abnormal returns 

were used as was 

a calculation of betas is that a return 

with a was on a and 

was """''''''"''' because to 1996 would have reduced the 

,.,t ... ,-.,..,t in trust market was 

UU""U,,","'. This is .m.' .... ..,." ... t 

and 

is 

not 

For 

a 

basis of the 

nrll".fF!f'::IhllF! to use 

net inflows and 

and 1 

,.,Ar·lnl"ll., were 

for 

to annual data 

intervals for crolss··se,ctlcm 

visa It and 

data was 

to be considered. with 

I-rl.c.IAn and 

interval is the most 

.",,.,.,arl\l data 

itis 

;:HUUlotd<::l, from the of view of statistical 

observations would ... ""ltl'l"". nor detract from 

or 

with 

discussed in 

from the next t.""rlin,n This 

were visual 

its nature and source. 

tl"ll"lo:.tl, .... with a 

2.4 and 2.5, were from 

Various 

due to 

and 

obtained from ""It.~rn'",ti",,,, sources 

a suitable measure. The data was reviewed for .""'"",,,,,..,nr 

""1t.~.n:Qth,, ... sources. 

''''''''''IHf of Pretoria 

was not available for 

month end was on a 

Statistica VB was used to for 

50 CGT was effective from 1 October 2001, therefore, the ,,,,,,mll,m 
future cash flows from tax-sensitive investors (!'I .. ,.".!.t,' ...... ,"_ 
nrnl,l"n, .. associated with having a different tax An~'irnrlmFl'nt 

ended before its implementation. CGT could be seen as a barrier to 
2002), the in this manner, also removed the 

An the detennlnants of net Investment flows of South African GeJlJer.;1 Page 41 
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1. 

.....,.,nthltl unit trust returns based on 

2. market returns: The market returns were calculated Data c:;:t ... """" I 

3. ..... ... r" • .,.+ returns: The .... , ... """" I 

4. ... .... _.r"'....... interest rate: This was .... al~,u"::1 the 

5. interest rate: 

Bonds. 

6. structures 

were costs. 

7. 

8. deviation was 

9. The unit trusts can be indicator 

control 

10. to I"nintr,1"II the 

11. Different nl'llrfnrl'l1::::1lnl'!l'lI 

12. c..;atleaorv 

the 

- Time-series 

51 It should be noted that if the met.hodIOIO!~y 
characteristics included in that part of the <I"""'",,,,,,. 

refer to 'independent variables', these refer to all the market factors and fund 
'dependent variable' refers to cash flows. 

An em,rJlrlratll the determinants of net Investment flows of South African GeilJellll Page 42 
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It was since studies have 

to find that cash under review 

concurrent than the one-month individual 

process was ro.>rl.,,,,.r ....... 

did not 

concurrent and one 

the concurrent r",ll::ltll'\nc: """!\AIiI""'" cash flows and other 

.nl'1l"'n"'n,rl"' .... ' \ll:Iri:l:Ihll",,,, was 

was reviewed 

~h~lrl:ll~til>rlc::ltlr.c:: ",vI"I"",,,, the most variation in 

level on a Tlrrll'll_'l;:l'lIr'll'lIC: 

at an ",,,,,nrCln 

event 

and 

fund 

",,,,,,m,rn ... trif" investors' r .... >",.-,"",,,, an evaluation 

on macro-economic rn~.rlf,,.t TO ...... ''\rC> 

Vl:Irltl:ll'l'" that it allows the 

in 

are 

nnl·n"",..n~.c: to these weaknesses are 

52 The coefficient of determination for the ... ", ... ".,inn "'01"""'" imloroved 
0.5), when cash flows were mn ... ",,, .. " against 

of 0.427 (p-vaJue <: 0,5) to 0.783 (p-value <: 

returns as opposed to only considering contemporaneous 

In order to corroborate the results above, a forward-stepwise linear regression analysis was performed a three-month lag structure for 
the variables. The results from this stepwise process confirm the above. 

An the detennlnants of net Investment flows of South African GiSIMI':l'l' unIt trusts 43 
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statistics and inSI)ecltion of 

around eXt:e[)tional events and 

a was Investlgatea 

and Fant unit trusts 

were the 

t"hl::tlrl:lt"t .... ric::ltit"1Il: were also to 

that 

the 

test 

A 

(1 

An 

data 

two 

iecewise linear was used to measure the 

) and were set ",,.,",,It,.,,,,,. .. ,, 

t -

t -

t - t 

Low, is low 

Medium, is 

is 

rank, is 

to ....... ot ..... ,. ....... 

The .... ,." ....... 1"1, 

to: 

nAIri'nl"m,./1 to 

.... 1"I'\nll'"lu'.('I to 

.. " (1) 

imnIAm .. nl •• rI the described above in a to determine the relationship between funds' size and unit trusts' 
mAlhoriiolnllV provides an overview of the data, hi,.,~.linhllinn any potential relationship. 

the determinants of net investment flows of South African unlttnlsts 44 
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3.6.1.2 Cross-sectional 

A of 

method. A 

and and Tkac 

CF 

to address the ... ",I·ont;<>1 WA:::;Krl"'l::'~"'C: time-series 

the 

.<:;"'<:;"".<>'" linear 

3 

* 
j=l 

is the cash 

is the \I.::Iri<:lI'\I.o which defines 

is the 

is the 

is the 

... ",run." .. to 

calculated 

to each in the 

& 

Medium and Low 

An on the determinants of net investment flows of South African 6e1781';1/ unit trusts Page 45 
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measure, 1"t'llrlQu.,""'ln ... nn!~"'I"'''~flnn in context over the TI\Jg~_\J,I'>l2r 

in 

In that directional 1"1"I'~"t""'Q 

for ",,,<,,tl\,,,,,I""',.,,'''I\,,,,, 

indicator \I~"I:l:lIl"'iI"'Q 

measure. The 

t= 

Where: is the 

R t is 

& IN, are the 

Po is the 

P 1 •.. 2 is 

6{ is 

time-series was ....... "t",""" .... 

Del Guercio 

did not 

"'n"rt .. ,,. ... h remains aOIDlic:aDlle to the 

* 

return events respel~tlv,el 

* t 

measure 

""" ... ",t,,,o return events 

flow measures. 

two 

were then 

n<>,·",,,,,l!to. the 

(1 

55 Investors invest 
By implication, it 

seem to look (or do not divesl) from short-Ienn negative return events. 
limitlheir losses 1995). 

An on thB dBtBrmlnants of nBt InvBStmBnt nows of South African unit trusts Page 46 
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The nril"lt"inlo::o o::o"",n...,,,t,t".n of a behavioural model of for for the entire 

under 

the inn.o::on'~nn~nt "",r""''',I~ .. ra",,,,,,,,,," nl,nt",;>c;:c;: to determine 

the most .. ' .... n't',.."" ... t 

11 

t - * 
j=l 

is 

is the eleven n~T'l:>rm j == J - 4 are the current market factor 

measures. j = measures 

11 is .. ~n,r~",~ 

is the 

is the 

is the 

a time-series was 

5 10 are the current fund 

fund ""'.Tr'lrln"l 

on the market factors 

of all the unit trusts in the reglatE!O r{"lnlO,Tn,,'''' into a 

the 

.. 0""<>.<:.1"1 level was that 

concentration on the factors ::ITT'''t''TIn 

funds 

('nrlc::ir1l",rlO.n market factors 

CF is 

is 

measures 

is 

is 

is 

7 

* 
j=l 

== J - 7 are 

An the determinants of net investment flows of South African Gel,er'll 

annual 

unit trusts 

fund 

cross-

Page 47 
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was on 

attention to attract 

not 

not 

a 

data under 

concentrated on 

In order to 

on a as 

unit trusts means 

to if 

variables at a 

does 

in 

and 

cross-

moved towards 1 

A 

linear and 

basis. 

suited 

(1 

cash 

between 

An 

was conducted 

at a 

exist between 

data-series were 

measure 

was used to 

Due to 

were 

... r .... ,"",..".,.., were used ue'l.."".J"'''' 

and nrrnllr.",n a 

the detennlnants of net Investment Rows of South African 

used in 

to and 

time-

metn01c:!01logU9s used 

,.h':lrl:ll,.t ... ri.,lliI"C:! on 

into interaction 

unlttnlsts Page 48 
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A the is results used to to make orealCIUon 

1"1'I1"iC::it'l",rinn the and the interaction 

a 
these 

is \1"'1·~~til", to f~I"iilit~lt", the time-series and crCISS-SElctI4:ma 

issue noted in sections 3.2 and 3.3. 

...... ,.,.,"',,.1"1£,,,. were ,.,"' .... ""'\1. an .,.''''''"T_'',., a and a 

are not aPIPllc:aD 

no 'alternative event 

made it 

Due to the ,.."' •• n",,,, in investment ... ",Tr",r.,Cl: 

conduct ste,owise 

invialidate the 

to 

The use carries an inherent 

tested. A Cf/I-,:)U'Ui:lirtlU 

",v,r-",',_m!:ll"'·'" on a 

whether 

..... uu"'e. 1 

Fund size a 

the 

to each data 

for nl'll"i_Uinp~U 

the results of 

level of 
Multi-c<)lIinearilty is a condition 

and an annual 

a normal 

stat 

... ,,,,nn",,,mn between the indlBoende,nt 

An 

that the nnn ...... Ii'1v 

and that it is not objElctio,nab,le 
cross-sectional data for 

CnJ..smIBfIi'(1 stat of 4.104 (p-value = 

the determinants 

a 

the extent to 

of nl'lr'm:::lllfV 

these 

"' ... ,,,,,., .... ,,,,"'''' to 

",,,Irifi,·,,,ti,.,,, and 

not 

... o.-tnr' .... "'.t'I to valiidalte this 

were, 

were not 

free 

to 

.. It~,ml'llinn to arrive at the n .. r:lmAIA~ 
rBIA'lIon'SnlD between vAri,iilDIEli!l, 

and administration fees 
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is based on If are vil"lil:llj'",rt it will 

error term 
and are y ,,,,.,,,y,,,,,, .. ,y 

the cross-sectional 

the error term is constant. 

relevant to crolss-,se(~tional 

need to test 

be in 

rand denominated 

error term 

the rAnlf"'c,<::.ln,n it nrI"IVII"I"'<: 

an ", ... ",,,,,et. a 

error term 

,n:r.nn,uu auto·correlation was 

!:lIih~rn'l:Itirln movement or trend in the 

were not Cfl1ililCf1l'S 

l:IIn~IIV<:I<: discussed in sections 

of a time 1'1",,"1"'1"11'1 

sections. 

(1 

t and t-1, 

a 1",.,., .. "",1:1"1' .. , matrix to determine 

nature used in 

relative nll'1r ........ "r· ... 

the variables r ... nr",<:",nt 

60 The regression obser1lations were 
81 In the of het,erolscedasitici1iy, re:oresslcm "'SlI""""" are are inA1ffir:ill'!nt_ 
IIn'"',;" .... ri estimators. As a result, the relilibility is reduced and a reduction in the """"r",,,, 

The correlation matrix that Anl1,n-fll'!rm = 95.3%; interest has a 
while fund risk shows a and size reflects a 

An the determinants of South African 

nn.T.u:.r.., and 

at a 

tinIMin,n<::. were 

auto· 

are 

, .. "', .... <:,,.," over 

at time interval 

the least variance of all 
t-statistics .. mnln" .. ti 

fees reflect a 

trusts Page SO 
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the 

were 

in 

II 

II 

rates are 

no ... v' ... Il:llnl:l't ..... '"\1 

10 

were n",,"fnr'mll"11 

cash 

an 

nor,·sl:atlc:>n8Iritv in the :;;'''''''''''''''''" in 

nr".C! ...... ''''.rI in on tr"" ... C!'F ........... "'.rI 

rI ... " ..... ' ...... ' ... "" whether the auto·correlative nature of the 

r""",.o"'.O,. in ,..,,< .... f<~ .. 4, not 

'nn'n.II"'r' ...... interest rates into 

or was 

were t .. """.,'I", ........ ,,,,1"I 

fAI:::It,t'In!C:nln between 

measures. This was TOlllOVil'ea 

most in cash at an 

83 The critical values were calculated at a 5% level, where k :: 1 and n :: 60, for the bivariate This gave rise to 
1.55 (dl ) and 1.62 (du). For the .. nrlrl"":::It~.rI regression the critical values were calculated where k > and n = 60 with 
corresponding critical values of and 1.77 (du). The critical values for the individual fund regression results were determined based on 
the parameters of the data for the 

An emDlrJ'ca/ the determinants Df net Investment flDWS Df South African G1J171Jrcr/ unlttmsts 51 
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1 
The eml:>iric;al h\lr\ntt,,,,~iCt that there exists a statistical rel<~tic,nship between cash flows and the 

a mUltl-sitaOle aIDorloac:h. The results are in the context of the literature 

prese~lted in ,..nl=lnt,:lr 2. indicate the extent a at a 

sig!nifi1carlce level. 4.2 pretsents the initial review finclings, d,esc;rib,ing the interaction between the market 

factors and fund characteristics. Section 4.3 whether investors invest in 

nArfnr,miMln unit trusts when return but tend to poor funds. Section 

4.4 that the market factors and fund characteristics contribute to cash flow 

variability and section 4.5 discusses of individual which 

cash flows at a fund level. section 4.6 a summary of the the which 

prolvide signilficant fi'1dirlgs, are discussed in the If the results are not these are 

The interaction between the market factors and fund is Section 4.2.1 

discusses the Section 4.2.2 the interaction between the market factors and fund characteristics 

over the first 24 months of the funds' existence. Section 4.2.3 the correlation coefficients obtained from a 

correlation matrix and section 4.2.4 concludes and surnmari!;es the initial review. 

This section nrr'\/irl",Ct an overview the features of the General cat:eglory and the market factors over the 

Further detailEld alnal:vseis are preser:lted in apl)endix F. Anln",n,rliv G the most salient 

summary statistics of a individual funds as a useful ,.,.,,,,,thl".r1 of gaiininlg a overview of the data set. 

All the indepEmdent variables were stable until the 1998 market exc;ept for local and intE:rn.~ticlnal 

market returns. All the return var'ial::iles \lIll,!UUIIIIY market and interest rates lost amounts of value 

the 1998 crash. These were the effect on cash flows 

and market was markets which towards the 

rAr~nv,erv of unit trust Remolona et a/. noted a similar US market 

recovery the 1997 Asian market but contradicted US Fortune after the 

1998 Russian debt crisis. 

64 Data, not adjusted for auto-correlation, was used to perfonn the analysis in sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.4. 

An Page 
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Notwithstarldirla the cash flows to move in the same direction as normal but in a different 

direction to excess and abnormal returns. Return on the ALSI moved in unison with returns of the General 

catE:.Igolry HOWeVE!r the returns on the ALSI were ~Iinhtlv and more volatile. 

It l:Inr,gl:lrgrl that inh'rnl:dil".nl:ll markets IIIII~JCII'''''CU local mairkel:s, as these market returns foll~::>WE!d the same 

t"hl:inr1I'l1Q in returns were met cash flows. Altlhollgh the General 

went TnnClUCIn n,"ril'ln!l: of inflows and OUI:fl01NS, it I'lIvr'l'lIrill'lln'~l'lIn a total net inflow. 

oncl-tE!rm interest two months short-term interest showed a rlnlAlmAll:ll'rI trend 

over the Tra.nsslcticln costs reflected a decline, to market conlpe'tition. The 

standard deviation of returns almost while the total assets under mSlna'gernelnt increasEld 

10.5% over the This small increase in fund size was attributable to the 1998 market 

where the lost half its after which the funds made a It is 

worth that none the \I:::ar'i::;h,IF!~ exhibited any oal1icLJlar nl:lti'l'lIrn or seCilsolnality 

The summary statistics the minimum and maximum data of the fund characteristics 

under and the date of occurrence. Fifteen cash flow a normalised cash flow 

measure of were identified. Thirteen of these events occurred within the first year of existence. The funds 

also earned the returns around the same These contributions skew the results 

of the review. This necessitated the need to discuss how the between the characteristics 

t"hl~nl"ll'>n over the first 24 months of the funds' existence. This is relevant because these funds had no historic 

track which aid in investment decisions. 

Over the covered the rli!l:.!l:1'>11:::atinn 29 funds were 'n ...... g"'· six within the 12 months encllna 30 

weaken the anallysis. these six were in order to 

allow for a reasonable These six funds exhibited similar ... ",~f"'rr"" in the first few months of the funds' 

existe,nclB. as the results prEesenteed on 54 indicate. In the behaviour of the normal front-

ended fees and funds' risk all data were collected and to a 

common with month 1 all the funds' month 2 the 

second month since the launch and so forth. These common data were then aVE~ra~led into a data-

series reflecting the behaviour of most funds used in this To test whether these findlings, 

the aVE~ra~led app'lied to individual the individual fund data-series were also anc!lyg,ed. With a few 

the individual fund level results confirm the fim:fimls r"nl".rtg,rI in 3 and are described 

thereafter. 

the detetmlnants of net Investment flows of South African PageS3 
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Figure 3. Behaviour of selected variables over the first 24 months of the 

unit trusts' existence based on averaged data of all funds 

launched during the study period 
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One of the most shiking features in Figure 3 is the tarQe decline in cash flows within the first eight to sixteen 

mooths of the funds' existence as shewn by the dashed line_ Furthermore. most funds experien-ced casll inflows 

in the first year since their launch, irrespective of tne funds' risk and return profile. The large initial inflows arose in 

most <;<lses due to larQe once-oft capital injecJions'" into the funds, either Within the tirst montn after inception or 

shortly tnereafter, Dunng the first year of tile funds' laUrICh, tile cash flows were yery v~atite, stabilising as time 

went on. The starldard deviations of tile montllly cash flows are 0.272 for the tirst 12 months, as oppOsed to 0.032 

for the next 12 mOilths, It could he argued tllat funds initially attracted institutional inyestors and inyestments 

driyen by fund manager promises. As the furlds developed track rec.ords, other investors contributed 10 the funds 

consistently oyer time, piac.ing more rnliance on the funds' history as indicated by a closer co-movement between 

cash flows and returns froo\ month 12 onwards. No relationship is apparent with casll flows, Oyer the f,rst 12 

months, after which a visual co-movement appears (R' = 36%) It is also noted that not a sin"le furld selected for 

tllis p...-t of tile ~nalysis. expe.-ienc.ed more than tllree months' worth ot ca.~1l outflows witllin the first six months 01 

eXIStence, regard tess 01 perfo.-mance_ ReturrlS appear to be stable Over the 24 months with a standard deyiation 

on average monthly returns of 1 .5'", Funds, initially. experienced negalive returns in Ihe first montn, followed by a 

couple of monlhs of Slrorlg pOsitive pertorm~nces. During periods of increa.~ing returns, the average mOlllhly furld 

risk dec.lined slightly, but it inc.reased wtJen tile fLJnds experienc.ed dow-nward returns. Transaction c.osts appear 

stable as expected_ Cash inflows ",eater than 100% were removed from the data-series to test whether these 

tar"e cash flows influenced the findings above. The pattern in the constructed cash flow data-series remained 

uncharlged. with the high initial cash flows redllCing over time_ This resulted in tne standard deYiation in average 

monthly ca.~llflows to declining from 10.53% to 2.65% for both mnseCLJtive 12-month pertoos, also al'>gning cash 

flows and returns more closely_ 

." rho .,.,." _' q.ct."" .,," " rrom (;) tho ""'" """ ~1 """"on",, """""l .,""" .... '" ...-.d (' j <"",, """ 0(l0r' otl,,""'·O 
......... "'.,. r """"" ,,,. ~~h pf"'P""'u ... 
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4.2.3 Interaction between the independent variables 

The cross-correlatOns between the aggregated determinants are reported in Table 6 (pag~ 55) with the significant 

correlations and related p-value, highlighted in bold and identified with an asterisk. APPMdix H contains a nor>

parametric Spearman rank order correiation matrix, used to test the versatility of these results. Although the 

correlation coefficients in appendi~ H changed slightly, the same determinants found to be significantly CraSS

correlated, using the parametric matrix, were also correlated when using the non-parametric alternative. When 

evaluating the correlation between the various variables in Table 6, it is apparent that there is a strong crass

correlation between the various independent variables. This highhghts the importance of using a stepwise linear 

r~gression approach. 

4.2.3.1 Markel and fund performance indicators 

It is evident that market and fund returns are 'rnpc.-tant determinants 01 aggregated cash flows, By virtue of the 

close influence international equity markets exert on local equity market returns (r. 0,154, p-value ~ 0,05), returns 

on in ternational equ ity markets impact on General Equity cash flows (r = 0,6, p-value ~ 0.05). The correlation (r) 

between aggregated cash flows and local market returns (r = 0.7, p-value ~ 0.05) i! higher than the aggregated 

cash flows' correlation with aggregated rormal r~turns (r = 0.65, p-value ~ 0.05) This arises sinc~ aggregated 

returns on tM General Equity unit trusts are closely correlated (r = 0.97, p-valUB ~ 0.05) with domestic market 

returns, Thus, it appears that the returns on the ALSI have a greater explanatory power 01 cash fkJWs compared to 

General EqUITy returns, even though this is, in fact not the case, This arises since the average returns on theALSI 

are higher and more volatile than the returns of the General Equity category", Cash flows, on the other hand, as 

shown in Table 7 below also reflect high average cash flows and standard deviation, This results in a better 

correlation of market returns with cash nows, suggesting an over-estfmation of the relationship, Th''S is expected 

since Gen~ral Equity funds have the mandate to invest in a wide spread of equities, forming a well-diversified 

portfolio, thus reducing the standard deViation 01 returns. Moreo~er, several 01 the lunds attempt to replicate the 

ALSI Thes~ results confirm Iocallindings by Gilbertson and Vermaak (1982) and Knight and Firer (1989), This 

might also arise due to the aggregation process used 

Table 7. Summary statistics of the monthly market variables 

-JO.70 ·4 33.01% S"P-g~ 
tOtum, eo 6.3<1. _27.7~ ·,. 12.M% ~. 

exC"" ",1"'0' eo -0,10·4 U11. _6.27 1\ 3.00% , , 

"Tho Go""",1 Equ '~ c"'.~OI"}' c,,"o< . 1> of 1uo"" "" ' f"!l "" ' -d"",,i1ied portloJ l oo It wou," bo . xpectod loat it woo'" ,."" a 'owe , ,i;!<,""~ 
m um t~., lho .... lSI. 0." . ,.1 Equ ~~ u, ~ trum h.~ • c,,",poeoNo campo., ,,,, w,h th o .... LSI, "'., ..... ~ ." owr"P'''~ bone""' .. ,. Fa, 
~x,""plo , u;;, tOJ'" ""a,,,,""! ' avo bo~" O'Vo'-W\l;gtl .. d 'ow"d. ,~. o(Jt~ . toc" (Von Ronoburg, 2002). o.'he",a. t~ JSE is i,IkJe,,,,,d 
"",if"",ntl)' by tho mi'in\l .nd iOO.Jst,i.1 >Octo, (B"""" ond Brod1ie"'. 1 003) 

An empiriCiJ! study 0fI tire determifl,mts of net investment flows of Soutlr AfriQln Gener,,/ t'luity unit trusts 
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Aggregatt!d cash llows ~ppear to bt! signilica!l tly neg~tively associ~tt!d wi th excess ~ggregated rt!tums on all 

GeMral Equity unit trusts (r = -0.52. p-value < 0,05), ~IH1O~gh it does not prt!sent a sigmflCant correlation with 

abnormal retLXns, Abnormal returns have an insignificant neg~tive relationship w~h cash llows ~nd ~ sigrwficant 

negative corret~tioo w'~h risk, mairily because both are stable indic~tors. Fees and fund size atso show a 

corretat;;:'n with the other st~ble ~ariables 

4.2.3.2 Short_ and tong-term interest rates 

There appe~rs to be no ~pparent relation~hip betv.reen cash ftows and the leyel of long-term interest r~tes, 

Consdering changes in interest rates, r~ther than the level 01 interest. a concurrent negafr"e relationship bt!tween 

cash flows aro changes in long-term interest r~tes is evident. as shown by the calculated correlation coefficient of 

-0.48 (p-value < 0.05) indicating that when interest r~tes rise, market returns decline (r = -0.84, p-value " 0.05) 

This is accompanied by cash outflows_ 

Short-term interest rates follow a similar pattern to that 01 long-term interest rates (r ~ 0.72. p-vail1fJ " 0.05), 

thereby reducing the poss i ~lity of a relationship between cash flows and short-term interest rates, A relationship 

does oot exist between changes in shorHerm interest rates (r .. 0,02, p-vaille" 0,858), This co~ld ~rise since Iong

term interest rates are used by financial analysts and the media as econom~ indicators, bt!ing freely available to 

and monitored by investors. Cash flows might also react to changes in long-term interest rates rath er than short

term interest rates, bec~use long-term interest rates could be locked-in in the long-term, but not the short-term 

4.2.4 Summary overview of fund characteristics 

The ~im of the ranking analysis is to determine the extent to which a range could be kjentifled in which the funds 

characteristics are at their greatest, thus reyealing the points where the f~rxls' ch~racteristics are consistently high 

in relation to cash flows across all funds. The cash flows from irxlivkl~allurlds and related independent variabies 

are summarised into equal quartiles. Ouartiie one (01) contains lurlds attracting the targest anooal cash flows and 

quartile lo~r (04) contains funds attracting the least annual c~sh flows. This IS done for each year urlder 

investigation to examine whether any trend is evklent over time amongst the independent variables. Ta~e 8 (p~ge 

58) p--esents the results_ The norm~1 return arxl risk measures represent the anooal performance and risk 

meaSLXes for the funds in the various quartiles as obtained from S&P Micropal whereas the fund size and fees 

measures cont~in the average fund size and fees oyer the year urlder conSideraUon The number of funds in the 

various qusrliles is classified according to age 
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Table B. Summary overview of fund characteristics relative to cash flows 

The relationship depicted in Table 8 is refiecled graphically In Figure 4 (page 59), wh>ch summarises the 

information of each quartile into a five-year summary"' The figure shows the average annual meaSureS over the 

five-year period The bar graph shows the average fees, returns and risk over the frYe-year period for each quartile 

on the x-axis The dashed i ne shows the frYe-year average cash fiows per quartile. The primary y-axIS shows the 

fees. returns and risk of the quartHes, while the secondary y-axis shows the measurements of the average cash 

flows. 

It is evident that 0' over the five-year period, representing the funds that attracted the largest cash flows. also 

generated the highest returns. The reverse holds for 04. It is noteworthy that throoghout the analysis period, 04 

experiero::ed cash outflows, yet, only earned negative returns during 1998, when ail the funds experienced negative 

mturns, and during 200', corresponding with two well-known market crashes, A further feature relates to the 

volatility in Gash fiows Over the five years, The funds in 01 e~pe"enced the h,']hest volatility in cash flows, matched 

by high vo latility in returns, 02 and 03 fundS attraGted more stable Gash fiows and returns as prev<>usly noted 

This large volatility coukJ be partially attributed to volatile market returns. 

The largest funds tended to attract medium level cash fklws as represented by 02 and 03, With the exception of 

200t, it appears that funds within 01 had slightly klwer transaction costs than funds in 04. When the five years are 

Gonsolidated in Figure 4. this trend becomes clearer. Funds irl 01 had an average fee of 5.4% compared to 04 

with an average fee of 7.1%. No noticeable dynamic exists between cash Iklws and the funds' age, or between 

risk"" and cash flows. An exception is dl.ll'ing 200' 2000 and 1999 when the funds younger than two years old, are 

concentrated around 01 . 

, .- The findi ,.., (;one'po rd to . , Im l" f>;l"'" co ",, 'n.dod by ",,,,.rche ,, . uch •• Sor; ...-.:l T"[>no 1'900) ono De l Guorck> oM H oc (2002) 
, oo\~n~ 'h< con,« "Io'i """f'O p be''''''ffi co, ~ fkow, . 00 p<rto,,,,. ,,,,,,, n,~ ~ di>ou".o " .. ot"", .,3 
" Sni . 00 T,fon" (, 991'1 found" 'nihr, yO! rool. PO""'"". p" ""', ""on ,h.;,y pot,"O t"" ... m. 'nlolln., ,,,,, ',,", di ng ,""'" /unO . "t"'" 
.n • .,..~ , Tho. 1m',,,,. "" .,Oed lhol p. ,fo,m. "o sIx>,,,,d , n upward . Oop .... ClXV<. v.t;1e fee< .>IK:-¥md no troOO, Ri" on ,ho oth<r hard 

An _piric~1 study on the det~i~nts of n et in""stment f10ws of S~uth Afric~n G<'1n<'1r.' ~uity unit tru$t$ P"IX' 58 
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Figure 4. Five-year summary of the annual fund characteristics relative to 

annual cash flowsf>9 
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4.3 Asymmetric investors ' behaviour 

Th& IlnillySIS ,nvesh{lales the asymmelnG bias ,nves/un> e~1"I 11>ir IIl'\f>'a/US lop perform,ng lunos (SCIttlon 4.3. 1) lind 

lowaoOS pos.live. ra1 her than nega!ive return evt:nlS (sectiun • 3.;». The overall research analysIS conCOnlralns on 

normal return:; supplemenled by e= lind 81lnormal performance measures 

4.3.1 Disproportionate investment in the top performing funds 

A t ,me·se~es and a <nlss·se-dional approach we re \ I .~&O to iIlvestl\late whether investurs invest dllijl(opol1ionately 

in th e !Jest performi n ~ funds 

4.3.1.1 Tlme·ser les uyrnrnetr ic atw.lysis 

Tatlle 9 (paG~ eO) ,neu.ales lhal "weslors Ill'l)hl nl)! n~'i'" be mlrade<.:! excluSlvel, 10 Ille best perfo rm",\! 

l und!!. TM 1,,0\1'1 were g rouped ,nlo Ihroo perfofmarlU r~ions ,n leTltls 01 u... me4hodolOOV dl<K:u'I."Wa In ,;ed,on 

3 6 and regre.~ a!)8iR51 lheir CO[Jesponding caSll llows 

.. _ .. _ ---_. 
", • • Loil • LJ-"""'PO "'~o a t ....0 04"","" h..,..,... thor 02 .O<l 0 3. TI1-o .TIOIy~. ~"",N 000.-0 . .. ,,, w-"', ~",:o Iw_ "-" "od~' __ ncUlN 
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Table 9. Regression results highlighting investors' asymmetric response 

through time for the three performance regions 
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Regardless of the oormal return performsnce region (psl1el A), each region's cas h fiows are signiflcsntly correlsted 

with the respective performances at a 5% significance level. The coefficient of determination prBSBnted in panel A, 

indicates Ihst the relatklnship is the strongest lor lunds within the high oormal return performsnce region (A.1) with 

a R' of 0.51, compared to the lowest performance regOn (A3) with a R' of 0,16 This shows that, although all the 

relationships are signifocant the relationsh:P is thB strongBst for the funds with the highest retu rn. These 

caefficients of determination arB redllCed slight~, altholl9h still high, when they were adjusted for degrees of 

freedom. This R' sll9gBsts thst the higher the performsnce. the more cash flows are attracted to the tunds, while 

low return funds still attract investors' monies 

When considering the regression coefficient, regardless of the performooce measure. the asymmetric responsBs, 

documented in earlier studie" are apparent from the fact that the rBgression caBfficiBnt (1.25) tor Ihe high 

performance region {A1) is Isrger than the other regions. Interestngly, the difference in size between the threa 

modals' regression coefficients is not as farge as thosa found by Fant snd O'Neal (2000), 

A similar, yet less ,ignificant dynamic exists when the test WaS re-performed usn g the funds' Bxcess ood abnormal 

returns (panels B and C) A significant relationship exists for funds that earned mBdium to high excess rBUrns (R' 

'" 0,47 [B.2]; 027 [B.1] respectivel y. p-~~Iue <: 0.05) with the cash flows they sttract. This, however, coes not 

sppear to be the casa when considering abnormal returns (psnet C). A decln e in the coefficient of determination is 

evident when evaluating the high to low performancB regions regardless cf the performance measures usBd. Fant 

and O'Neal (2000) documented different~ and found that the mBdium and low aOOm"",1 performsnce regions are 

signifk:ant The ana~sis was reperformed on an indMdual fund basis. The findings confirmed those above and 

consequently are omitted 

A" ~mpiriCl!I sturfy Off th~ d"u,rmi"""ts of""t i"V~stmMt flows of !iouth Afric~" GM~r"l ~quity unit'~;;<""" -----"';;;''''W;;--
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4.3.1.2 Cross-sectional asymmetric analysis 

The findings, reported in section 4.3.1 1. sllggest that the investors are biased towards top performing furxJs. This 

section endeavours to provide evidence that investors do fldeed invest proportionately more in the top performing 

funds. wh ile at the same time tend to ignore poor performing funds. The coefficient on each of these variables , 

shown in Table to (page 62). represents the marginal cash flow response to performance within the investment 

objective Each years observation is discussed separately in context over the five-year period covered by the 

research The five-year a.erage column reports the mean of the coeff>:;lents and t-statistics 

Table 10 is separated into two sections. Panel A presents the explanatory power of each of the three performance 

regions independently, using a cross-sectional bivariate regression approach. Panel B considers the perbrmance 

regions' explanatory power collectively, using a cross-sectIOnal multivariate approach. This separation is 

necessary, Sfl ce investors evaluate furxJs performances in context with the performances relative to all the other 

funds collectivety and to the fund s- earning a sim ilar level of performance (Kliger and Sons ino 1999i 

An ~mpiriaJl study art fI,. tktermi"~,,f$ ~f ""t inv~stment floW" of South Afric~n G"""11I1 Equi,y uni, ,ru~ 
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Table 10. Regression results showing investors' asymmetric response 

across funds on annual cross-sectional regression analysis 
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As expected, this analysIs pro~ides weak re~ults when the bi~ariate (panel A) arid multivariate (panel 8) regression 

equations are used. Only 2001,1999 and 1998 provk1e any sign~M\nt explanation for the high performance funds, 

with neither 2001 nor 1997 being significant with a p-value of 0.8488 and 00046 respectively, when a bi~ariate 

regressbn equation is I./Sed There;'; no significant trend in the coofflcient 01 determination for the regresslOll 

performed on the top performing furlds, except that they appear to be higher than the other regions. No cross

sectional relationship exists between cash flows and performance of the medium arid low performing furlds 

regions, when using a multi~a"ate regression techn;qoo 

The regress)::m and correlation coefficients of the high performance region do appear to be larger than those 01 the 

low performance region, but are not Significant. The multivariate results confirm the bi~ariate regression results 

with the Same key features. The regreSSion coeffICients of the medium to low performaoce regions are in fact 

negative in most instances as estimated by Sirri arid Tufano (1998). These results indicate that the marginal cash 

flow response to performance is greater for the average fund incfuded with the top performing funds although the 

re~ults are not signWICant. The analYSIS was re-performed, using excess arid abnormal performance measures No 

SignifICant relationships are reported; consequently, the findings are orl1ltted. 

The overall conclusions of these time-series arid cross-sectional analyses (although not being signifICant) highlight 

the same ~on-linear relationship between cash flows and returns ~imilar to those documented by Sirri and Tufano 

(199B) and Fant a~d O'Neal (2000). This suggests that investors might invest the largest portion of cash flows in 

top performing funds. but fail to divest fnrn the poor performi~g funds 

4.3.2 Directional changes in performance 

The previol./S sech:ms established that cash flows are mOre correlated with returns from the best per/orming funds 

than the poorer funds. The analysis shifted towards the asymmetric response by investors whe~ fu~ds exhibit 

positive and negative retums during a particular month. A ~ignificant relationship at the 5% level exists betwee~ 

cash flows and normal (pa~ell) and excess retur~ eve~ts (panel 2) but no relationship exists with abnormal retur~ 

events (panel 3) as displayed in Table 11 (page 64) 

An ~mpirlCllI study on t~ tkU!rminants of n~t invt!!ttmMt flows of South Afric~n GM.~I Equity unit truMs 
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Table 11. Regression results investigating the influence of changes in 

performance on cash flows 
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Tl1ree main features are apparent Firstly, tl1e regression ,oefficients for regative normsl return events are sligl1tl y 

larger tl1..., for positive normal return events (panel 1), By Implicatkln, if returns increased by R1 Il1ere would be a 

,omparable cash ,ontriootion to the fund. Soould relurns decrease by R1, it wou ld be expecled that the re would be 

an oUlfiow of an smount larger Ihan R1_ Consequenlly. after experiencing a downturn, the General Equity funds 

needed to earn higher returns Ihsn before. to allraellhe Same ", vel of casl1flows to equate Il1e amount of cash lost 

during the downlurn, Il1us resulting In aggregated cash flows being mare sensitive 10 negative return evenls than 

positive return events, with investors reacin g accordingly. This ,onfirms fn dings by Lettau (1997) and Goetzmann 

snd Massa (2003) but contrsdicts srgumenlS proposed by oll1er researchers sl.lCh as Karceski (2002) Secondly. il 

would be expected thai tl1e regression coefficienl for a negalive evenl would be negative, indicating divest,lure 

(and vt:e versa) and thereby providing evidence of feedba,k belween positive and negalive returns snd ,ash 

flows, From Table 11, this does not appear to be the esse, A positive regression ,oeffi,lent is corre,t because lhe 

underlying data-series for tl1e negative return indi,ators sre all negallva. Thirdly, Il1e posilive and negatrve excess 

relu rn evenl coeffici ents (panel 2) are both negative. The respecllve regression cooffoc ",nts are s'Lgnlficant with a p

value < 0.00012, This indi<:ales Ihat when returns of the General Equily ca'.egory out-perform tl1e market. the funds 

are inclined to experience oulflows. This behaviour is inluitively irrational cs It would be expecied thai funds. wl1ich 

out-perform Ire market. sllould aUrael mu-e cash flows Ihan lheir peers, since tl1ey earn l1igher normal returns. Del 

Guercio snd nac (2002)" documented simila r findings, but sre in conllicl with the findings suggesled in respecl of 

normal relum events 

" De< Gu e<~O """ n . c (2000) note~ IhIlt t f>. moth", • • "", rOf th o oo ol)"> i. or wIl " ,her (i:' th o ,h erO! _ ... onL or ou'_potf",,,,in , ,h _ ALSI 
,.. 'i ", Lo t-.o 10 .. 1 or f<i)(! perl("monc_ ""~ (H)." "YfT1"'"" " . f., el or flO'" ""d P"'" potf",. " n"" ro<.t ... to ALSI, help. 10 .~.,., "" . h 
f".....r.;l h ~ hl ~ h" the inlpon, nco or out_ potfornl':n i ,o. t: ... nchmoll< 

An empiric~1 study on the detm-min~nu of n~t inv~st'mmt n~ws of S~uth African G~n~r ... 1 EqUity unJr trusts 
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A similar pheoomenon 01 negative coefficients e~ists lor abnormal return events (panel 3) and cash flows, althol.lgh 

it is not signilicant and is Similar to lindings by Edelen (1999) This may be due to the impact 01 transaction costs 

On abnormal retllrns or the lact that Sooth African investors do not have access to sophisticated performance 

iniormatiOll OIl a real-time basis 

------------- --~-~ 

4.4 Determinants of aggregated cash flows 
Tabte 12 and Table 13 (page 66) present the results for the regrO!Ssion models cOIlstructed, using cash flows and 

other independent variables adjusted for auto-correlation, where applicable All the independent yariables are 

contemporaneoos, except lor performances, which are also lagged by one month. Each independent yarial>e was 

tested using a bivariate regression technique, lollowed by a multivariate regression approach, The multiYariate 

anaiys'ls findings were tested for resilience, by means of a stepwise I'lIlear regression analysis The same 

iIldependent variables k1entlfied by the multiYariate analySiS are also signilicant WMm conducting the stepwise 

regreSSion analySiS thus adding r;goor to toose findillgs. Too stepwise regression analysis results are 

consequently presented ill appendix I 

Table 12. Regression results between cash flows and independent variables 

using a bivariate regression technique 
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Local and internationat market returns, the three fund ,haracterishcs including contemporaneous and la(lged 

returns ~nd lagged ca~h fi~ws, are found to be highl~ correlated with aggregated cash flows, Table 12 present~ the 

regress'on coeffICients derived by using the bivariate regressoo model, with all signif<:;ant regression coefficients 

marked On bokL Market retum~ and General Equity category retum~ both have a coefficient of detefmination (R') in 

excess of 50%, Wlth bcal market retums haYOng a higher coeff~~mt of determina"~ than aggregated General 

Equity returns. This disp...-ity noted initially in section 4,2,3,1, resulted in the multivariate regression ""al~sis being 

cOll~'ted in three stOlges as detailed in Table 13_ An analysis wa~ performed u~ing on~ the market indicators 

(panel A), then a mulj'lYariate analysis was performed based OIl cml~ the fund chara,teristics, each time using a 

different performance measure (panel B) and finally all the independent variable~ were used in a multivar'late 

regressioo model, using each p~rformance measure (pan~ C) 

The results of Table 12 ""d Table 1 3 are discussed On the following sectiollS, starting with the relationship between 

I<x;a/ market retums and aggregated cash flows 

Table 13. Regression results between cash flows and independent variables 

using a multivariate regression technique 
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4.4.1 Interaction between market returns and General Equity returns 

The high coefficient of determination for market returns and General Equity category returns arises from the fact 

that the General Equity category tracks market returns. Furthermore, General Equity unit trusts are sensitive to the 

same factors as the ALSI. Although these arguments might have a valid basis, the significant correlation with cash 

flows appears to be anomalous. Where the investigation concentrates on the relationship for individual funds, it is 

expected that the explanatory power of market returns would decline significantly. The conflicting findings between 

market returns and General Equity returns require the analysis to split market returns and fund characteristics, 

evaluating them in separate multivariate regression models in panels A and B respectively. When this is done, it 

becomes apparent that the market factors only explain 55% of the variation in cash flows, compared to 83%, if 

normal returns are used in conjunction with the other fund characteristics. It is intuitively apparent that the 

contribution of local market returns, in explaining the variation in cash flows, becomes insignificant. When these 

variables are combined in panel C, an adjusted coefficient of determination (Adj. R2) of 0.84 is achieved, with local 

market returns taking prominence again. As previously indicated, this occurs due to the correlation between local 

market returns and the General Equity category returns. 

Another co-movement between international market returns and aggregated cash flows is expected due to South 

Africa's exposure to the influence of international developments and international patterns. International market 

returns, which initially, as part of the bivariate analysis, showed an Adj. R2 between cash flows and international 

market returns of 0.30, add no additional explanatory power, once local market returns and international market 

returns are considered as part of the multivariate model (panel A). This confirms reasoning presented earlier that, 

although international returns represented a significant correlation at a 5% significance level, there is relatively little 

co-movement between these cash flows and international market returns, with most of the variation in cash flows 

being explained by local market returns. The results support the conclusion that international market returns would 

not explain a significant proportion of cash flows. 

4.4.2 Excess returns 

Table 12 shows the significant negative regression coefficient, which is associated with the excess returns' 

independent variable (Adj. R2 = 0.35, p-value < 0.05) while being positive when conSidering lagged excess returns. 

The second regression results in Table 13, panels B.2 and C.5 contain the multivariate regression results, 

substituting excess returns for normal returns. This corroborates the bivariate findings presented earlier (Table 

12), however, it presents a less significant relationship. Lagged excess returns are now not significant when 

considered in context with the other independent variables. Excess returns become inSignificant, with local market 

returns, acting as a proxy for normal returns, influencing regression results. When only fund characteristics are 

evaluated (panel B), lagged cash flows and concurrent excess returns contribute 54% (panel B.2), highlighting the 

importance of normal returns and the investors' reliance on returns as opposed to a single predetermined 

benchmark. 
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4.4.3 Abnormal returns 

The substitution of abnormal returns into the model (panels 8.3 and C.6) adds no additional explanatory power as 

part of a bivariate or a multivariate analysis, potentially introducing bias into the findings since only funds older than 

three years were considered during this part of the analysis. As discussed in section 4.2.1, cash flows to these old 

funds were stable. Moreover, the older funds tended to earn negative risk adjusted returns with a low standard 

deviation. This gives rise to the higher correlation. 

The results in Table 12 and Table 13 show an insignificant negative abnormal return regression coefficient and 

contradict the findings by Rockinger (1995) and Edelen (1999). Gruber (1996), Sirri and Tufano (1998). Jain and 

Wu (2000) and Del Guercio and Tkac (2002) showed that investors use simple and more complex performance 

measures subject to constraints, when making investment decisions. The results in Table 13 indicate that when 

investors are paying attention to the sophisticated models, they also consider various other information - relating to 

the independent variables. Interestingly, the results provide the same explanatory power as if investors were only 

considering normal returns and cash flows, when deciding to allocate their cash. It must also be pOinted out that 

lagged cash flows might not be available, thus making the large quantity of information important. In South Africa, it 

would be expected that abnormal performances would drive investment decisions, given the high institutional 

investor concentration. The results seem to suggest that the opposite might be true. 

4.4.4 Lagged performance and cash flows 

Contemporaneous and lagged returns and lagged cash flows add significant explanatory power towards the 

variation in cash flows. These two lagged variables have negative regression coefficients of -1.53 for lagged 

normal returns and -0.54 for lagged cash flows as shown in Table 12. These features remained when multivariate 

regression analysis was performed. 

The negative coefficient of lagged returns 71 is in contrast with the positive relationship predicted by the feedback

traders hypothesis, but is consistent with findings by Gruber (1996), Santini and Aber (1998), Fant (1999) and 

Potter (2000) who reported a significant positive concurrent performance relationship and a significant negative 

relationship between lagged performances using bivariate and multivariate regression models. Sections 2.5.1 and 

2.5.4 present possible reasons for the negative lagged relationship. 

South Africa is a developing country, therefore, a positive lagged cash flow relationship is expected, yet, the 

findings above show otherwise. Warther (1995) and Edelen and Warner (2001) presented negative regression 

coefficients. 

71 Intuitively, the negative coefficient arises from Investors buying units during periods of increasing returns. This is followed by attempts to lock
in higher performances in the previous month by shifting money to other investments and vice versa. 
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4.4.5 Interest rates, fee structures, risk and fund size 

Neither shortJ2, nor long-term interest rates show any significant relationship. Long-term interest rates add more 

explanatory power towards explaining cash flows than short-term interest rates, improving the Adj. R2 by 

approximately 10% (Table 12). Cash flows are negatively related to long-term interest rates at a 10% significance 

level. The results conform to expectations because the South African Reserve Bank follows an inflation targeting 

policy. This negative relationship could be attributed to the shape of the inverted yield curve. These results do not 

reflect the expectation by Santini and Aber (1998) that investors substitute equity investment for long-term fixed 

income investments when long-term interest rates change. Similarly, as expected, this substitution effect does not 

occur for short-term interest rates. 

Fees in Table 12 and Table 13 show an insignificant negative regression coefficient at a 5% significance level. This 

negative relationship reflects investors' elasticity of demand with respect to the price asked by management 

companies for their services when fees increase and cash flows decline. Intuitively, these findings corroborate the 

results discussed in section 4.2.4. In these results it appears that funds in Q1 attracting the largest cash flows, 

have lower fees and vice versa. 

Risk appears to add neither additional explanatory power to the cash flow models when considering them 

individually (Adj. R2 ::: 0.005 [Table 12]), nor as part of a multivariate model (Table 13). The negative regression 

coefficient suggests that smaller funds enjoy the larger percentage of cash flows. 

However, no conclusive deduction could be made from the significant relationship noted. This corroborates 

findings by Rockinger (1995), Berkowitz and Kotowitz (2000), Torre and Garcia (2002) and James and Karceski 

(2002) that show little concern for transaction costs and risk structures as indicated by the inSignificant regression 

coefficients. 

4.4.6 Conflicting findings 

Several studies discussed in chapter 2 provide mixed evidence in respect of a positive or negative relationship and 

the explanatory power of each independent variable. This could arise from (i) the method used for variable 

specification and (ii) the combination with other variables in the context in which they were used and (iii) the 

methodology employed. The coefficient of determination in this dissertation is higher than those reflected in other 

studies conducted in developed markets. This confirms findings by Froot at a/. (2001) that the results are more 

significant in emerging markets as opposed to developed markets. Warther (1995) employed a single performance 

measure to reach R2 of 0.55. Santini and Aber (1998) employed several performance measures and market 

information and improved the explanatory power to 0.66 (R2
). Potter (2000) employed a similar time-series 

methodology to that referred to in section 4.4 and noted an Adj-R2 of 0.904 in the US. 

72 Warther (1995), Ferson and Warther (1996), Santini and Aber (1998) and Potter and Schneeweis (1998) provided no evidence of the 
relationship between cash flows and short-term Interest rates. 
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4.4.7 Age control group 

A control group approach and an indicator variable approach were used in analysirJg the influence of fund s' age on 

cash flows_ The results from the latter approach are discussed in section 4_5,1 The control group a w oach entails 

aggregating the funds under investigation into two separate groups: funds okJer than 35 months and young ~ r 

funds. Tim ~-se ries cash flows alld normal and excess returns were r~gressed against ~ach other" for thes ~ 

grouped funds. Abnormal return5 were not considered, as 36 months' worth of data is r~ quired to calculate rel iable 

betas A comparison of the data-series revealed a different number of data points, thu5 it was nec~ ssary to 

consider Adj, R', wh<:h considered the differences in degret'! of freedom The Adj. R' is only slightly w~aker than 

the convenHOIlat coelficient 01 determination 

Table 14. Age control group regression analysis results 
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Table 14 shows that the cash flow-performance relation ship imtyoves slightly when the younger funds are 

r~moved from the sample. Both normal and ~xcess returns (panels A and B) are significantly corr~ lated with cash 

fk>ws for the fund5 older alld younger th~n 36-months The Adj. R' improves significantly for older funds (panels 

A2 and B.2). For normal returns (panel A). the Adj. R' improv~s by 0.35 wh~n considering older funds as opposed 

to younger funds. The conclusion IS that fulld performance histcry is important in attracting futur~ cash flows, This 

improvement in correlation might possibly be due to the drfferent number 01 data points utilised for the two series 

being com pa r~d" A further reason might be due to the signif<:ant cash inj ~ ctions younger funds received during 

tho! ir first year of operation as reported earlier in section 4.2.2 These outliers might distort the r"ationship between 

cash flows and performances. The regr~ssion cOf!fi<:ienis are similar (slightly higher) for the two normal return 

series (panets A2 and A3), whe r~as the opposit~ is true for excess retlXns 
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The~e findings contradict Sawic~i (2001) wllo engineered this approacll in tile Austral ian market TIle stronger 

correlaton for ~der fund~ also contradicts findings by Chevalier and Ellison (lg97), Bergstresser and Poterba 

(2002) and Goriaev e/ al. (2002), The different findings migllt be due to a different indicator variable approach used 

in a more esta~ished US market 

4.5 Determinants of fund level cash flows 
In Mcb::>n 4 3, the analysis presents evidence that casll flows to tllB varous unit trusts are not necessarily affected 

uniformly by the same determinant particularly when considering the asymmetric response cash lows exhibit 

From the aggregated time-series analysis in section 4 4, it is apparent that concurrent General Equity and market 

rehxns, lagged ca~h flows and retu rns explain most 01 the aggregated cash lows when considering the targe-scale 

shilts 01 cash fiow~ This give~ rise to the need to investigate tile determinant. at individual fund level and eliminate 

the weaknesses in the aggregated tests", The otjective behind analysing each lund is to give more rigorou~ 

insight into the potential relationship between the data lor each lund. In addition, these findings are compared to 

the aggregated results of tile General Equ ity category. The resutts lrom the cross-"""tional analySiS are presented 

in soctoo 4.5,1. followed b~ the re sult" Irom the time-series analysis on an individual lund basi" in section 4 5.2 

4_5.1 Cross-sectional regression analysis results 

The principle objective is the estimation 01 a behaviooral model to explain casll IIows for tile whole perod under 

consideration. The profound changes in the unit trust industry over the sampk! period give rise to the expectaton 

that tile findings would change from ~ear to year. Table 15 (page 72) presents the cross-sectional regression 

results 01 the annual ca~h Iklws to individual unit trusts against each lund's characteristics. The performance 

independent variable is the only significant variable at a 5% level lor each year when the stepwise regression 

analysis was performed. In SOme instances, using onl~ the performance independent variable increased thB 

coefficient of determination, thereby confirming the multivariate regression results, pre~ented on page 72. The 

stepwise regres . ion results are conseque ntly om itted 
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Table 15. Cross-sectional regression results using nonnal returns as the 

performance measure 

Only me return regressiQrl coefficients lor 1997 and 1998 are significant at a 5% level No appaoent pattern 

IImertltS OYer lilt live-year penod The summary adJU$~d coerfdarn 01 de'.armlnaJlOn 101 the perIOd is 0 34 (p

~aJUe > 0 05), wflere~ when consldllrlng rlliurn only, II drops 10 0.24 (p-lIalu9 > 005) A hhough flO! rel iable or 

signlflCilnf. the resuHs show lhallt>ere mighl bII a poJ!slble Influence of rerurns Qrl cash llows. E~cepllor rllrums. 

r>QI1e 01 the orner indepelldem varooles Is statiatlCafy !Ignlficanf. The lees are $eparated Into the .. two 

compol"lents Not syrprlsirlg ly. the se v""ablIl5 a"! InS\gMlcant. The regression cooffidant8 for tMe front-ended load 

fee variables are !maller than the "!gr8 SS i(ln ooefflclents for administration lees It ooo id be Inferred that an 

increase In admll1lstrntion lees wooid po6sibly have a larger impact on cash flows. than a similar Increas.e m front

erded f&eli Thase findings are in cootrast to th i obse",a~onl by Rock inger (1995). It wooid be a_p eeted that the 

regrfl"SSIOI\ cooffIclenl s'grn; would be CO"5'518nlly nega~...e IndJcatillg 3t least a notion of COIIt ml!lO'T1lZ3Ilon Ifl th e 

case of Itte fisK vMable. tile regressIon COfIftiClen($ $Ign Ii IM9>ilicantly n .. 9'm ...... sImilar 10 studies by Sini aad 

Tufano (19ge) and James and Karceskl (2002) 
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sectional resuns arisiog potentially from mil number 01 luntis u~lised. The re$u~s ar .. si"nilaf. yel " l{Ihl ly weaker lor 
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4.5.2 Time-series regression analysis results 

A timc-s"'i~s regression analysis was [Xlrfonncd on all the funds older than two years. Tile tim~-""ries cash Ilows 

wem mgmssed lor each LJnit trust ag~inst the marKet v~riable5: short- and IO"9-term inter~st rates, 10Gilt and 

intNnJtional mark~t returns and eJch fund's individual characteristics: lee structure, lund size, cO/1temJlO<an~ous 

and laWed fund returns, I~gged fund cash flows and risk. A multivariate reyression analysis was perform(!(! using 

all the vMiables for each fund, This wJS followed by J stepwise regression approach to eliminat~ LJnnecessary 

independent variables. Aggregated General Equity cash flows were included as part 01 a mllltivariate regmssion 

model. thereby including el~ven independent variabies into each equ~tion. 

The summary results 101 lile multivariate regression analysis presented in Fiyur~ 5 aOO Table 16 (pag~ 74) am 

oonsistent with arid are corroborated by the findirl9s provijed by the stepwise-reyression analySis [Xlrformcd on a 

IUfld-to-luOO basis (appendix J). Appendix J also contains th~ lull results uSing the muttivariate aOO steJlWise 

regression analysis approach, ouliini'Xl Ihe R' Adj R', p-vaJue per unit trllst lor the models as a whole and ea<;h 

inde[Xlndent variable included in thm;e modets. In dis.cussirl9 the results, S<Jction 4.5.2.1 outlines the Signilicant 

inde[Xlnd~nt variables ",-,d S<JLiion 4.5.2.2 olltiirles the overall success of tile models and explains a significant 

amount ot the variation in the individuallllnd's Gash flows 

4.5.2.1 Independent variables contributing the most explanatory power 

Fiyure 5 shows the proportion~te number of Hines which the resreclive ind~pondent variables am signilicant at the 

5% siQnificallce level arld contributes towards explaining the variation in th~ individLJal fuOO's cash flows. Each ring 

repreS<Jnts these lindinys, slioslitutirlQ different performJnce mea5llreS into the multivariale regression analysis 

Figure 5. Significant regression coefficients based on a multivariate 

regression analysis approach 
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Table 16. Multivariate regression analysis results showing the significant 

independent variables that explain a variation in cash flows 
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Similar to Figure 5, Table 16 (last two columns in the respective performance panels) shows the number of times 

which the respective independent variables are significant in explaining the variation in cash flows for the individual 

funds. It also indicates the number of funds for which each variable is significant as a percentage of the number of 

funds investigated. The maximum, minimum and average betas (or sensitivity of cash flows to the independent 

variables) and the related p-values for each variable are included in Table 16, which summarises the individual 

fund results in appendix J. The main features of Figure 5 and Table 16 are discussed below: 

III Performance: The most striking feature of Figure 5 is the importance placed on contemporaneous and lagged 

normal returns. The concurrent and lagged normal returns' regression coefficients are significant for 23 and 24 

of the 34 funds respectively. Regardless of the measure used, the funds' performances remain the primary 

consideration driving fund cash flows because the performance regression coefficients are significant for at 

least 20 funds. This is reflected by the low average p-values for the three performance measures in panels A, 

Band C of 0.132, 0.171 and 0.158 respectively. The average sensitivity of cash flows to the performance 

variable declines from 1.2 to 0.95 (panels A and C respectively) as more sophisticated performance measures 

are used and the effect of normal returns is distorted. In contrast to the negative relationship found for excess 

returns when performing the aggregated testing, all the funds (using excess returns) have significant positive 

regression coefficients. 

III Lagged normal returns: All the funds have significant negative lagged normal returns' regression coefficients, 

yet, when considering other performance measures (Le. excess and abnormal returns), lagged returns become 

insignificant. These results add rigour to the aggregated testing. 

III Lagged cash flows: The lagged cash flows regression coefficients, in combination with normal returns, are 

only significant for 5 of the 34 funds. This is less than expected, given the significant correlation when 

performing the aggregated analysis. Yet, intuitively it is correct, since cash flows to General Equity category 

might be known, whereas fund specific information will probably not be publicly available. The findings do 

improve when excess and abnormal returns are used. lagged cash flows have the least impact on future cash 

flows as shown by the Gryphen Imperial regression coefficient of 0.395 (panel A). 

III Aggregated cash flows: Interestingly, when normal returns (panel A) are removed from the regression 

equation and replaced with excess returns (panel B), aggregated cash flows become more important relative to 

the other independent variables, with an overall importance of 18%, contributing towards explaining cash flows 

for 22 of the 34 funds. When abnormal returns (panel C) are considered, the importance of the aggregated 

cash flows increases by 3% to 21%. This confirms findings by Sirri and Tufano (1998). 

III Local market returns: local market returns appear to exhibit the same tendencies and features as 

aggregated cash flows. The local market return regression coefficients are only significant for 5 funds, when 

considering normal returns as the performance measure. This provides clarification on the distortions in the 

findings (presented earlier) created by the similarities between the returns on the General Equity category and 

the returns on the AlSI, as correlation becomes insignificant. The number of times which the local market 

return coefficient is significant, increases to 18 of the 34 funds and 13 of the 31 funds, considering excess and 

abnormal returns respectively as the performance measure (panels B and C). This is understandable. The 

excess and abnormal regression coefficients are significant (p-value < 0.05) for these funds and are part of the 

multivariate regression equation including the local market variables, which work in combination to explain the 

same variation in the funds' cash flows as normal returns. 
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• International market returns: The international market returns' regression coefficient is only significant for 

Coronation High Growth, in conjunction with other variables such as abnormal returns, fees, fund size and 

long-term interest rates. Assuming investors know the fund's holding structure, this would mainly arise because 

the fund has a 7.1% holding in foreign investments. The influence of interest might come from Coronation High 

Growth's significant investment in financial institutions. These holdings might affect returns and by implication 

affect cash flows. Except for international market returns, all the other variables contribute towards explaining 

cash flows, regardless of the performance measure used as indicated by the minimum p-values. 

• Interest, fee structures, fund size and risk: The regression coefficients for short- and long-term interest 

rates, fee structures and fund size do contribute towards explaining the variation in cash flows to some degree 

for certain funds. However, these variables do not appear to be as consistently significant between the funds 

as cash flows and returns, thereby corroborating the findings obtained from the aggregated testing. Allan Gray 

Equity has the largest regression coefficient ranging from 657.12 to 681.31 considering normal and abnormal 

returns (panels A and C). It is one of the few funds, for which the fee regression coefficient is significant. 

Interest rates have the second largest regression coefficient, indicating a high level of sensitivity. Although the 

results are insignificant, interest rates might impact indirectly on cash flows by influencing the other 

independent variables in the models, such as market returns, fund performances et cetera. The poor 

relationship between fee structures, fund size, risk and cash flows corroborates the aggregated test results 

which show that fee structures, fund size and risk are insignificant at a 5% significance level. 

4.5.2.2 Significant cash flow models 

Regardless of the independent variables or combinations thereof used in the regression equations to predict 

individual level cash flows for the unit trusts, most of the equations/models contribute towards explaining the 

variation in the respective unit trusts' cash flows, with the lowest Adj-R2 of 0.328. 

Table 17 (page 77) ranks the funds in descending order of size of adjusted coefficient of determination. These 

funds are then allocated to quartiles. 01 contains the fund with a multivariate regression which explains the most 

variability of cash flows given its combination of independent variables and so forth. The related number of times 

which the independent variables are significant for the funds included in these quartiles, is reported on page 77. 
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Table 17. Interaction between the independent variables at different levels 

of correlation 

, , 

, , 

A key feature of Table 1 7 relates to quartiles Oland 02, where the ;"'depelldent variables identifio!d in section 4A 

are c(mcentrated around the top quartiles Contemporaooous and lagged normal returns exhibit the highest 

ex~anstory power, ;,., coojunction with a few other independent variables Moving down the quartlles, these 

variables become less im""rtant while other independent variables take prominence This highlights the 

im""rtal"K:e of performance, aggregated cash flows and iocal market returns, It is also warth painting out how, 00 a 

lund·to·fund basis, other indepenoor\! variables, nat signifKOant at an aggregated level analysis, start carryir.g more 

im""rtance, In particular. when considering other performance meaSUreS (panels B and C)" lagged and aggregated 

cash flows and bcal market returns 'Interact to provide the same eXplanatory power as cOflcurrent and lagged 

norm~1 returns, A further paint to note relates to the number of times the fM and risk regresskln coefficients are 

significant. while us'.,g eXDeSS returns as a perlormaroce measure. form;"'g part of 01 in panel B, The analysis was 

re·preformed us;"'g a stepwise regression approach (appendix J) and the results are similar to those obtained 

above. 

4.6 Summary of the findings 
This research is a South African attempt to explain the variability in cash flaws to the General EquITY unit trust 

category and ind"idual uNt trusts, Before summarising the main findings. it should be pointed aut that the results 

presented, are generalised, It is, however, worth noting that severallunds are the exception to the rule 

Performar.ce infJuel"K:es cash fkJws in several ways, A signifICant r~ationship is noted between cash I~ws and 

contemporaneous and lagged returns, where all the lags blger than one month add no significant explar>atory 

pawer to the analysis, The reward for a 'winningitop perlorm;"'g' fund is greater than the reward 10.- ~ fund earning 

medium performances, The 'loser/poor perfo.-mir.g' fund cOfltlnues to benelit by attracting and retaining ;"'vestors 

cash flows as shown by the absence 01 a detectable disinvestment actiYITy. Cootrary to expectation, investors react 

more proactively when observing negative return events wh 'ICh is intuitively irratklnaL contra<flCting prevIous 

researchers, Performal"tCe, normal or otherwise, remains an im pc.1ant driving factor behind cash Iklws 
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Excess and abnormal returns provide interesting findings. Excess returns are negatively related to cash flows. This 

intuitively does not make economic sense. Similarly, abnormal returns are insignificant, regardless of the large 

contingency of institutional investors in South Africa. It initially appears that market return is one of the most 

significant independent variables. However, after further evaluating market factors and fund characteristics 

separately, it is apparent that this is not the case. In fact, normal returns take prominence with an Adj. R2 of 0.83 as 

opposed to an Adj. R2 of 0.5 when considering the market factors. 

Several variables, which had theoretical justification for inclusion into the model as contributing towards explaining 

cash flows, proved to be inSignificant at an aggregated level. These included: fee structures, fund size and risk. 

Contrary to expectation, the research notes that the cash flow relationship is stronger for older funds, possibly 

arising from the large capital injections most of the younger funds received in their first year of existence. 

The aggregated findings are refined, when individual funds are analysed on a one-on-one basis. The findings 

present models consisting of a wide variety or combinations of independent variables, all of which explain a 

Significant portion of cash flows, regardless of the combination. The top performing funds provide the strongest 

relationship, utilising variables such as normal returns. As the relationship becomes weaker, more variables are 

included in the model to provide the same level of explanatory power towards the variability of cash flows. Once 

again, normal returns and lagged cash flows take prominence, with market returns becoming inSignificant. This 

provides reassurance that the interaction between market returns and General Equity category returns, giving rise 

to the high aggregated cash flow-market return relationship, is anomalous. However, when considering other return 

measures, lagged cash flows become insignificant, whereas aggregated cash flows become a significant 

contributor towards the relationship. Furthermore, at a fund level, interest rates, fee structures, size and risk remain 

inSignificant. 

The findings of this chapter are consistent with prior research, except where otherwise indicated and provide a 

reasonable basis for the conclusions. 
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APTER 5 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER 

RESEARCH 
The primary objective of this research is to investigate and determine the market factors and the fund 

characteristics which best explain net investment flows into and from Domestic General Equity unit trusts and to 

provide insight into the dynamics behind cash flows. International studies document the relationships between 

cash flows, market variables and fund characteristics. The contribution of this research lies primarily in the 

documentation of the interaction of these factors explaining the variation in South African cash flows, rather than 

providing the reasons for the relationship. 

This research provides insight into the quantifiable factors, which might contribute towards influencing investors' 

behaviour with respect to their demand for unit trusts. The analysis of the demand for unit trusts takes the form of a 

function where, although financial factors are the most significant, these are not the only consideration of investors' 

behaviour. It is also necessary to consider the nature and structure of unit trusts and their position in the market. 

The findings suggest that the attitudes adopted by investors do not always respond to economic rationality, since 

investors appear to over-emphasize certain determinants such as normal return while they ignore other 

determinants such as risk. The findings suggest that a positive relationship exists between monthly cash flows and 

contemporaneous returns of (i) the General Equity unit trusts and (ii) the equity market. Monthly cash flows are 

negatively related to (i) one-month lagged returns and (ii) one-month lagged cash flows at a 5% significance level. 

No other determinants show a significant relationship with cash flows. 

It can be concluded that investors make their investment choices based on a narrow view, focussing on current 

winners (based on publicly available information such as normal returns and performance ran kings rather than 

considering long-term risk-adjusted performance measures). Although unit trust investors might be considered 

cost minimizers, preferring small funds and funds with a good track record, the findings (at a 5% level) suggest this 

is not the case. It can further be surmised that a common component to investors' behaviour appears to exist. This 

common behaviour is influenced mainly by concurrent and lagged returns and lagged cash flows, being reflected in 

the market expediently. 

By documenting the investors' asymmetric response, this research might contribute towards the growing body of 

literature linking fund management behaviour to the implicit incentive of the fund to increase assets under 

management. The findings, in conjunction with the prevailing compensation structure, give managers a payoff, 

which resembles a call option. When returns are high, assets gain in value and fees' revenues increase. But, when 

returns decline, revenue declines slightly. This response suggests that funds can exploit the option-like nature of 

their payoff by increasing the funds' risk exposure. 
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The knowledge gained, could have potential value for fund managers. They could increase the funds' risk profile to 

increase returns, with no negative side effects on the invested cash flows. The findings could assist them with the 

structuring of new products. Managers could also amend their marketing activities by incorporating the most 

significant determinants such as returns et cetera into their products or campaigns. Unit holders, on the other hand, 

could utilise the findings to establish an appropriate compensation method for fund managers. 

The results of this dissertation provide insight into the unit trust industry, but more work needs to be done to 

understand the South African money management industry. This opens further avenues for future research 

opportunities. 

• Risk profiles: In an environment where the winners take all the cash, the fund managers have an "implicit 

incentive to alter the risk of their portfolios to increase the chances that they are among the winners" (Del 

Guercio and Tkac, 2002, p.525). The research notes that funds' risk profiles appear not to add value towards 

explaining cash flows. This gives fund managers an incentive to boost the funds' returns by investing in higher 

risk underlying investments. It is worthwhile to investigate the dynamics surrounding risk. 

• Temporal changes in the cash flow-performance relationship: The results indicate that the strongest 

relationship exists between cash flows and contemporaneous and lagged performances. The sample size 

could be increased to include more funds with longer historic information available, to investigate this 

relationship pre-1996 compared to the post-1996 era. A study could investigate the factors which contribute to 

the increased investors' attention that unit trusts received post-1996 and the effect this would have on the cash 

flow-performance dynamic. 

• Weaknesses in the methodology: The contribution of this research lies primarily in the documentation of the 

relationship between cash flows and determinants, rather than providing evidence of causation. Weaknesses 

arising from having too few numbers of data points available to complete conclusive regression analyses, were 

identified in the methodology. The analyses could be re-performed including longer periods of historic 

information. More sophisticated regression techniques could be used such as vector auto-regression and 

Granger's causality test et cetera. 

• Unit trust types: This research explored the General Equity category to limit the influence which non

quantifiable factors have on investors' decision-making. The relationship for a sample selection of asset 

allocation funds, bond funds or other specialist funds could be investigated. For this research, the coefficient of 

determination was high. It would be expected that the significance of these findings would decline significantly, 

should non-General Equity unit trusts be selected. Money market funds would also be a particularly interesting 

category to investigate, because returns are presented in the form of an interest rate at low risk. More 

importantly, money market funds are more accessible than other unit trusts since several financial institutions 

allow clients to link these funds to savings, cheque and credit accounts (Goetzmann et al. 1999). 
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.. Investors' types and behaviour: This research grouped all investors into a single group when considering net 

cash flows. The South African investment community is over-weighted with institutional investors. The 

analyses could be extended to separate the cash flows into investors' types: retail and institutional investors. 

As argued in section 2.3, investors have different needs and wants. The analysis could be extended to 

separate the cash flows into their components, each reflecting different information regarding the funds' 

prospects. An attempt was made in section 4.3.2 to separate the cash flows into their components, yet, the 

analysis still considered net in- and outflows. This dynamic could also be explored in further research to 

provide valuable information in explaining investors' behaviour. 
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A. Summary of prior research studies 
Appendix A presents a summary of 35 different research studies condLlCted in the United States, New Zealand, 

Australia and Spain from 1960 to 2003 Several reasons could be !)resented for the inconsistencies and 

differBnces in too findings of these studies. A change in thB data definition could have a significant impact on the 

cooclusioos of a study, Too most prominent reasons raised, affecting the data definition. arise from too perkxJ 
" ' 'N covered by the studies, the sampng 'nterval and the regression methods used' The different aggregation 

processes utilised in respect of fund categories, cash flows and return measures, et cetera. could also have 

influenced the flldings. Different variables and combnatbns of variables were used by these studies and coold 

explain the disparity between the findings, 

" Mo. t 0/ I"" 'Iodo~. "'00 """"h~ d ... , "", 10 orrH"o ~ doty , QU.rtor~ . M """'" dot. 
" Tho roUfo,"oo molhods r~~ [rom ¥ector-. cOo-'og",,,"'" to boY"i.te regre,""" 
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B. Calculation of cash flows 

"Net cash flows are defined as the proceeds in cash received by the mutual fund from investors less the cost of 

the capital shares, which investors redeem for cash." 

(Spitz, 1970, p.141) 

The formulae, used to extract cash flows from the fund size data, are the same as those used in the research 

studies presented in appendix A. Net implied cash flows are defined as the net growth in fund assets beyond 

reinvested dividends and interest. Automatic reinvested dividends and interest are not considered part of cash 

flows, since most investors are likely to forgo conscious re-evaluation of their investments at the time of 

reinvestment. Implied cash flows (referred to as 'cash flows') were normalised, to control for any trend in cash 

flows during the period, thus minimising the possible effect of heteroscedasticity and auto-correlation in cash 

flows. This percentage flow was preferred above the rand cash flows, when cash flows are positively related to 

fund size, whereby large funds attract higher absolute cash flows regardless of performance (Del Guercio and 

Tkac, 2002). These normalised cash flows were calculated as follows: 

Where: TNA, 

TNA t_1 

R t 

CFt 

TNA t - TNA t-I * ( 1 + R t) 
CF t = 

TNA t-I 

is total fund size at time t 

is total fund size for fund at the beginning of the period t 

is the fund's return over the period t 

... (7) 

reflects the percentage growth of a fund in excess of the growth that would have 

occurred had no new funds flowed in and all dividends been reinvested 

The annual cash flow measure was modified, using a formula developed by Zheng (1999) and Bergstresser and 

Poterba (2002), to account for the fact that cash flows occurred throughout the year: 

Where: R t 

CFt 

CFadjt 

CFt 

CFadjt -

is the normal return over the entire year t 

is the annual cash flow for the fund 

is the adjusted annual cash flow for the fund 

... (8) 

This adjustment was considered when testing the cros.s-sectional findings. This adjustment was not necessary for 

the time-series analysis since short time intervals were utilised. The findings remained unaffected; consequently, 

as the adjustment had an insignificant impact on the cash flow figures, the results are omitted. This is consistent 

with the findings by Ippolito (1992), Santini and Aber (1998) and Zheng (1999), when they used an adjusted cash 

flow measure. 
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C. Alternative cash flows formula used by Plexus 
The formulae, outlined in appendix B, assume that cash flows occurred at the end of a period. Previous research 

papers found that the results were unaffected when recalculating this measure for flows occurring at the 

beginning, halfway through or continuously throughout the periods. OptiVest Plexus Asset Management 

publishes a cash flow index, which assumes that cash flows occur at the beginning of the period and investors 

earn a return on their invested money. The following information, presented below, is an extract obtained from the 

Plexus website available at: www.plexus.co.zadated10September2000.This formula was used to test the 

accuracy of the cash flow measure in appendix B on a sample basis of five funds. The cash flows, using the two 

measures, were similar. 

Cash flows might be defined as the total market value at the end of the period, deflated by the change in the price 

over the period, minus the total market value at the beginning of the period. The net cash flows were calculated 

as follows: 

Where: CF t 

TNA t 

TNA t_1 

eFt = 
[ 

TNA t J -TNA t-1 

(P t / pt-J 

TNA t_1 

reflects the implied cash flows 

is the total market value for fund at the end of period t 

is the total market value for fund at the beginning of the 

period t 

is unit price for fund at the end of the period t 

is unit price for fund at the beginning of the period t 

... (9) 

This formula is based on the following rational: the market value of a unit trust is a function of the unit price and 

the number of units in the fund. A change in the value of the underlying assets will result in a change in the price, 

while the flow of funds into or out of the unit trust will result in a change in the number of units. In order to estimate 

the flow of funds into or out of a unit trust from its NAV, it is necessary to eliminate the effect of any change in the 

value of the underlying assets from the change in the NAV. The net effect on the NAV will then be restricted to 

changes due to the flow of funds into or out of the unit trust. 
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D. Calculating different performance measures 
An investigation into the determinants 01 cash Ilows is lar lrom perfect because the best periorman~ mO!aSLKO! 

utilised by investors, is st~1 a matter 01 some l.II1certainty (Elton et al. 2002). It is unclear whkoh periormancO! or ri~k 

measures are most salient to investors or over which period the measure shouid be used. However, it is not the 

purpose 01 the dissertation to Pfove which measures are the best p--edictors 01 the behavioLK of investors but 

rather to reach a \jenera! conclusion about periormance. Therefore, alternative measures wO!re used over dlflO!rO!nt 

periods. Likewise, different performance ligLKes had to be considered bO!causO! institutional and rO!tail in\lO!stor5 

wO!re QrouPO!d together as outlillO!d in section 2.3.2 

FOlr pflrformancO! measures wO!rO! con5idO!re<i: (i) normal retLrns, (ii) absolute periormance rankings, which are 

Ireely available and most wid~y used, (iii) excess returns over the ALSI, being the official and best·koown 

benchmafk for General Equity unit trusts and lastly (iv) Jensen's abnormal returns, tak~g risk into account. 

Throll9hout this dissertation, reference is made to different periormance ligures used by other researchers Table 

18 shows the number of times the different per10rmance meaSures were used in the research studies prO!sentO!d 

in apPO!ndix A 

Table 18. The number of times the performance measures were used 

Ip:"'.· _-.;;;.;;;;~;-.;;;;.;; __ . ,j ___ ",,-~.-,;,;·;,,;-.;;;...; __ c'!_-_.-_··-·.""-'.,':-C~,~---..• ·~·_ I""""· "'u~~:.:..."'" 1Ibroaml" 

0.1: Normal returns and ran kings 

The regression test utilised the original unadjustO!d normal fl.ll1d retLKns (aftO!r transaction costs) from Standard & 

Poors (S&F') Micropal. Hoiding period returns werO! computO!d, using a change in wealth over the holding period, 

assuming rO!lnvO!stment of ali dividlffids and capital gains. The tax effect on investors couid not be determined, 

therO!fore, pre·tax returns were used Holding period returns were calculated as follows 

WherO!: 

R, 
(TNA r + J) I) - TNA r·j 

TNA r.1 

is total lund size fO" Il.II1d at time I 

is distributbn lor fund at time I 

rellects the return on the fund 

(10) 

In this case. thO! resMrch usO!d rO!atiSO!d past rO!turns. rather than a meaSure of expected return, since it is tikely 

that LIIlit trust ~vestors do not have the opportunity to intO!ract with portfolio managO!rs to dO!vetop an expectation. 

It is likely that they would rely on past fund managers' track rO!cords and performances. The periodic absolute 

rankings 01 each fund for the period rO!tative to its pO!ers were used, represented by "1" for the best performing 

lund and so forth (Rockinger, 1995) 
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0.2: Excess return over the ALSI 

The unit trust returns were also adjusted to relative performance terms which were determined by deducting the 

return on the ALSI from the normal fund returns. This enabled consideration to be given to the fund's ability to out

perform its published benchmark. The return on the ALSI was used since it is freely available to all investors and 

is used frequently in advertising as a benchmark. The ALSI is also considered as the official benchmark of 

General Equity unit trusts (AUT, 2002). The following formula was used to calculate this excess return: 

Where: 

Re t =Rt-Rm t 

is the excess return over the ALSI at period t 

is the normal return on the individual unit trust at period t 

is return on the ALSI, acting as a market proxy at period t 

... (11) 

0.3: Jensen's abnormal risk-adjusted return 

This dissertation used these simple measures for most of the tests, supplementing them with more formal 

portfolio performance measures, such as Jensen's alpha. Jensen's measure was calculated using the formula: 

Where: at 

R t 

Rmt 

Rf, 

at = R t -fRf t + PI *(Rm t - Rf t)] 
... (12) 

is the abnormal return above that predicted by capital asset pricing model or the 

risk-adjusted return of the unit trust at period t 

is the return on the unit trust at period t 

is the market proxy return at period t 

is the slope of the returns on the unit trust (the change in returns on the fund with 

respect to the change in market returns) at period t 

is the monthly 90-day NCO, used as the risk-free rate, at period t 

The Bankers Acceptance (BA). 90-day Negotiable Certificates of Deposit (NCO) and 3-month Treasury Bill (T-BiII) 

rates were considered as the risk-free rate. These three interest rates are significantly correlated (R2 
:: +/. 0.995). 

The BA and T-Bill rates are alike, with the NCO rates being higher, on average, by 0.5%. Financial literature 

suggests that the T -Bill rate should be used for the risk-free rate since its default risk is zero. However, in South 

Africa, the NCO rates are considered to be more liquid, since T-Bills are previously prescribed liquid asset 

requirements for life office, pension funds and insurance companies. Furthermore, NCO rates have a short 

maturity and are free from default risk (Ross et al. 1996). As a result, the 90-day NCO was used. 

An empirical study on the determinants of net Investment flows of South African General Equity unit tnlsts PageA6 
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The betas used, were obtained from the University of Pretoria Unit Trust Survey for either a 36-, or 60-month 

period, depending on the age of the fund. Either the three- or the five-year betas could be used, since unit trust 

betas tend to remain stable78
. When comparing the betas. it was found that they were not significantly different 

when calculated over a three- or five-year period. Funds younger than three years were excluded from the sample 

when calculating abnormal returns. 

0.4: Annualising returns 

To calculate rolling annual performances from monthly performance figures, a summation formula was utilised: 

Where: 

Raa = [(1 + R t)*(1 + R t+1)* ••• *(1 + R t+12)J - 1 

Rail 

Rt 

is the annual return 

is the interval percentage return forming the basis for the annual return 

... (13) 

78 A study by Du Plessis (1974). outlining the characteristics of South African mutual funds, concluded that there is theoretical justification for 
using beta as a measure of risk. Furthermore, he confirmed that betas appear to be remarkably stable for unit trusts. This indicates that these 
coefficients would explain the historical movement in the value of funds' units and could be used to predict future movements. 
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E. Calculating the other determinants 

E.1: Market returns 

The JSE ALSI was selected as a measure for local market performances. The market returns were calculated 

utilising the formula used by Firer (2003) for his historic database as follows: 

[ 

1/2400 * (ALSI, * DY,+ ALSI'_1 * DY,-.Jl* [ ALSlt ] _ 

Rmt = 1 + ~ * (ALSlt + ALSlt_J J ALSlt_1 1 ... (14) 

Where: Rmt 

ALSl t 

DY t 

is the nominal market return at period t 

is the index value of the ALSI at period t 

is the dividend yield from securities included in the index at period t 

These calculated market returns closely approximate the returns calculated from the Morgan Stanley South 

African market return index and the FT South African Actuaries index. The JSE ALSI was selected as a measure 

for local market performances. Remolana et a/. (1997) suggested that, when selecting an index, it is not critical 

that a correct index is selected as various market indices tend to move together and indicate a change in the 

markets' performance. 

In line with Bennett and Young (2000), for returns on the international stock markets, the Morgan Stanley 

International Stock market index (MSCI) was used: 

Where: 

MSClt - MCSlt_1 

MSClt_1 

is the nominal international market return at period t 

is the index value of the MSCI at period t 

... (15) 

The return on the MSCI was compared with the return calculated on the FT Actuaries World market index 

(including dividend yields). The returns on the two indices were virtually indistinguishable at a 1 % significance 

level. 

An empirical study on the determinants of net Investment flows of South African General Equity unit tnlsts PageA8 
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E.2: Interest rates 

The 90-day NCO rates and the 30-year Government Bond interest rates were used as measures for short- and 

long-term interest rates. In similar vein to Santini and Aber (1998), the level of interest rates rather than the 

changes in the interest rate, was used as the interest variable. A large change in the interest rate beginning from 

a low base rate might not lead to a level of interest high enough to induce investors to react. The different short

and long-term interest rates tended to move together (0.99 correlation) with other similar termed interest 

measures. All the short-term interest rates were very similar, with the exception of 90-day NCO that was about 0.5 

% higher than the other short-term rates. As the 90-day NCO rates were considered more liquid, accordingly the 

dissertation utilized it as a short-term interest rate indicator. Bennett and Young (2000) utilised the 3-month 

Interbank rate as a short-term interest rate. Potter (2000) utilised the 6-month NCO whereas Santini and Aber 

(1998) used the 3-month T-Bill rate. 

For long-term interest, Santini and Aber (1998) suggested that the longest government bond interest rate would 

be the best suited for evaluating cash movements. Bennett and Young (2000) used the i0-year Bond. In South 

Africa, the 30-year Government Bond has the longest term-structure. Since the 10- and 30-year Bond interest 

rates are similar79
, this dissertation utilised the 30-year Government Bond rate. Choosing the correct interest rate 

is not paramount, since regression analysis looks at co-movement of variables which, as discussed earlier, is 

similar. 

E.3: Transaction costs and fee structures 

Transaction costs were calculated from the spread between the buy and sell prices, as a proxy for transaction 

costs on purchases of units (Ou Plooy, 2003). Annual administration fees were manually captured from combined 

information obtained from Profile's Unit Trust Handbook, S&P Micropal Workstation and the Unit Trust Survey. 

E.4: Risk classification 

Risk was incorporated into the study by: (i) including a risk variable into the regression equation as measured by 

the standard deviation of returns over the period obtained from S&P Micropal and (ii) utilising risk-adjusted 

performance measures, which implicitly consider risk. 

E.5: Fund size 

The log of fund size (measured by total NAV) was included to control for equal dollar flows, having a larger impact 

on smaller funds, thereby controlling for the possibility of heteroscedasticity in the data (Sirri and Tufano, 1998; 

Berkowitz and Kotowitz, 2000; Elton et al. 2002). The average value of assets of each fund was also included for 

each year covered by the dissertation, to underline the positive relation between fund size and cash flows during 

the cross-sectional study. 

79 This co-movement of interest rates also holds for long-term interest rates, with the long-term debentures being on average one percentage 
point higher, presumably to compensate for higher risk. 
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F. Movements of the various variables through time under 

investigation 
Figurl!s F.1 tD F.3 show tM indepO!r1dent variables, wrwch had a ~ignificant relationship st 5% level with cash 

flows. Too other insignificsnt determ inants are grsphical ~ represented over time in Figures F.4 to F, 7, 

F.1: Aggregated cash flows and General Equity returns 
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F.2: Aggregated cash flows and local and international market returns 
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F.3: Aggregated cash flows and changes in long-term interest rates 
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F .4: Short- and long-term interest F.5: Performance measures 

'------, 

..- " -
F.G: Risk F.7: Fund size 
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The Iollowing sub-sections present 8n over~iew 01 the determinants o~er tile study period 

F,8.1: Return indicators 

Casl1llows appeared to move in the &ame directk>n as normal returns and in tile opposite d'lrection to excess and 

abnormal returns, witl1 abnormal returns being relativEHY stable over the live-year period (Figure F .5). Return on the 

ALSI moved in unison witl1 returns on the General Equity category. although the returns on the ALSI were slightly 

higher and more volatile than that 01 General Equity cetegory return •. This migl1t have arisen because several 

General Equity unit trusts track the ALSI, International markets inlluenced local markets whi::;h moved in a . imilar 

direction, although not necessarily loIlowing the &ame patterns (Figure F,2). The standard deviation 01 returns 

increased over tile study period lrom ebout 2.5% in 1996 to 5.5% lor 2001 (Figure F,6), 

F.8.2: Cash flows 

Total cash inllows exceeded cash outllows over the live-year perbd The three 18rgest inllows occurred in January 

and September 1998 and September 1999, matched by comparable large positive return events around these 

dates, Positive return events experienced 03.rger percentage casl1lk:>ws than negative return events Sim'lIarly, it is 

noteworthy that the net percentage cash infiows aMoeys exceeded the positive returns. yet never gave ri~e to net 

percentage outllows larger than negat'lve returns, This indicates that investors react disproportiooat .. y to changes 

in returns. 

F.8.3: Long- and short-term interest rates 

Long-term interest rates showed 8 steady downward trend over the past five years decreasillg from a level 01 

approximately 15% (1900) to 10.5% (2001). This downward trend was briefly interrupted during 1998 During this 

perioo, the long-term interest rates showed " ignif<:;ant mO'.'ement, increasing tw<:;e by 6%. reaching a high of 

19.5% and cropp'lng again to 15,5% by December 1998. Interestingly, these increases were met by large 

corresponding outflows and declines in market and General Equity returns. Cesh flow volatility increased over 

these periods. with untt trusts experiencing the largest infbw of 33% in September 1998 end outflow of 27% in 

August 1998. Them appeared to be no apparent co-movement between cash Ilows and the level 01 long-term 

interest rates over otl1er periods 

It is evicient Irom Figures F.2 and FA that changes in long-term interest rates and domestic m8rket returns moved 

in opposite directions, When interest rates increased. stcx:k market performances declined. Short-term interest 

rates, on the other hand, were higher than long-term interest rates until M8rch 1995. Thereafter short-term in terest 

rates were significantly lower than long-term interest rate • . Short-term interest rates appeared to follow a similar 

pattern as long-term interest rates, fallowing k:>ng-term interest rates by two months as shown in Figure F.4. 

F.8.4: Fee structure 

Transact;::;.n costs decl'lned slightly over the past live year. from an average fee of 5.8% to 5.5% of total assets 

under management. This reduction was mainly due to increased competition in the unit trust industry, causing 

lunds to €>'llploy fee reduction tecl1niques to attract new clients (Coronation, 2002) 
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F.B.S: Fund Size 

Surprisillgly the total assets under management only increased by a meagre 10.5% over the five-year perbd from 

1996 as shown in Figure F,7, This can be attributed mainly to the market crash during 1W8, when the General 

Equity category lost 41.5% in value durillg the three-month perioo from its peak in Apr~ 1998 (R 26 724 million to a 

low of R 15602 million). Two aspects contributed to this decrease in fund size: (i) investors divestillg and (ii) 

capital depreciation of the underlying stock. The total assets under management mooe a steady recovery to 

January 2002 after which it tapered off, moving around tr,e R 23 Mtlon mark until mid 2002 On the back of the 

weakenillg of the American markets and the strengthening of the Rand. total assets under management moved 

around the R 25 billion mark for a couple of months, resembling the levels it had reached before the 1998 market 

crash. The General Equity fund managers lost some value after September 11, 2001 due to the decline in the 

Amerc an marke~ which impacted on South African mark~ts, but recovered their losses by the end of November 

'"" 
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G. Summary statistics 
Thi~ appendix pre~ents the summary statistics for the General Equity category. Appendix G.1 starts with an 

over~iew. followed by apl'€ndk:es G.2 to G.6 which contain the fund level summary stahstk:s 

G.1: Features of the General Equity unit trusts 

G.1.1: Cash flows 

Funds younger than two years oId' o such as Fairheads Equity, FT NIB Quants Core Equity. African Harvest 

Rainmaker and Core Equity attracted the largest average cash flows, withoot ha~ing earned any noteworthy 

returns sir>Ce theirlaur>Ch. The cash flows attracted to these four foods had a standard de~iation between 40% and 

80"-", arising from large once·off capital injections within the first few months of the funds' existence. FT NIB 

Quants Core Equity used the additional capital inject.,.,s to facilitate a partial reco~ery in returns by investing in 

higher yiekHng in~estments. This had been lJIlaffordat>e pTevK>usly. These large inflows could be attributat>e to 

initial in~estments made" by the management companies themselves or from institutional in~estors. These cash 

injecr.:ms were important since these funds did not have track records 

The majority of funds older than five yeaTS experienced stable cash outflows. generating stab., average returns 

Abo'" 25% of the funds under investigation attracted average monthly cash flows in excess of 10%, incl!.iding 

Prudential Oplimiser, Fairheads Equity, FT NIB Quants Core Equity, Allan Gray Equity and African Harvest Core 

Equity. Many of these fund~ experienced average cash naws over the remainder of their lifespan. Furthennore, 

funds attracting large average monthly cash Mows, attracted liquidity in~estors as indicated by the high volafllity 'In 

cash Mows. A ~ssible consequence of these volatile cash flows could be that these funds might experience 

liquldrty prot>ems or might need to hold excess cash as a pro~ision against a liquidity crisis. The five funds which 

attracted the most stable cash flows, all earned positive average monthly returns. These included Liberty RSA 

Equity and FT NIB Prime Select Interestingly, Liberty Wealthbuilder and NIB Altitude Equity Fund of Funds 

expa-ienced the largest average monthly outflows. arising from consistent outflows rather than large once·off 

ootfiows. NIB Altitude EqL-lty Fund of Funds experienced negative average monthly returns. 

The miniml¥l1 and maximum cash flows through time did oot appear to move in a particular manner, or in relation 

to One another. This difference between the maximum and minimum cash flows was relatively wide, with miniml¥l1 

cash fk:>Ns or withdrawals remaining stable. The maximum cash fklws or capdal contributions, on the other hand, 

were extremely volatile. Thi~ behaviour indicates that in~estQTs are more wil i ng to invest during periods 01 upturns 

and react faster to positi~e return events, than they are unwilling to divest during poor performing periods 

RetlXns moved together alongside the average fund returns over the period, experiencing both s';Jnificant 

increases and declines in m'lnrnum and maximl¥l1 returns. This indicates that the maximum, by which an average 

lund is able to out·perform its peer" is aboot 4')', and vice versa 

" All rlXods Y"'-'"'l"r ihan o"".jO., " " re e"W.~ whon 0 .. 0" "" .... the "mln' r)" .hlti,t""'. ,;,--.c~ incl""",n wouk! "'.tort any r~,"h , • • it w .. 
d:trk:\.jt 10 """""" a ",.""1<0 m •• n,..-,;t , t, "";'rd <Ievi.ot"'n mh few tla(. point> 
"The Uri! T" , t Con\rol Act r"'''res ,,,, _ ement CCWllp"''''' 10 .,_ '"' ~_ .., ""n_.., in, •• tmen" ,., '-", trust. they rn.",,~e . n~ _c<'}l"~' for " 
po~ion of 1h~ I.o r~ once·o~ ,.,,,,,,t.,ert, e_ of the .. f"n~' r"".ivod 
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G.l.2: Fund performance, risk and fund size 

Tre best performers srowed medium to k:>w-risk. attracting competItive cssh flows, relative to their peers High·risk 

funds terxted to attract mixed cash flows This can be partially attributed to the poor, yet positive returns. On the 

other hand, the lOW-risk funds appeared to be medium sil.~d funds with mixed p~rformanc~ s , attracting a large 

portion of the av~rag~ monthly cash flows. S~v~ral of the largest funds ~xp~lienc~d stable average monthly cash 

outfk:>ws over th~ study p~riod, These largest funds appear~d to b~ oid~r funds. accumulating th~ir assets over 

time, rather than from mark~t appr~ciatlon and significant new inv~stments. The majority of funds earned an 

sverage monthly excess return below zero, while abnormal returns were generally close to zero, as expected 

G.1.3: Transac1ion cost and initial investment requirements 

A negatively significant relah:mship (colTelatlon Ir) = -0,511, p-value = 0047) exists between the initial required 

investment srd upfront fees, while no relationship exists between subsequent inv~stmMt and the funds' fM. This 

suggests that the Isrger the initial required investment. th~ larger is tre front-ended fee percentage charged by the 

management company. While various combinatOns of entrance and adm,nistration fee structures were utitised by 

management compan'es, none of the l unds chsrged exit fees (appendix G.7). Funds WIth high totsl front·ended 

loads tended to have high administration fees (r z 0.58, p-vai(/€ < 0.05), Coronation High Growth, Investment 

Solutions Pure Equity and Old Mutual Growth funds had th~ largest lront-~nded load charges. The two Galaxy 

funds, oow~ver had the lowest .,ad charges and the high~st administratOn fees When considerin ~ all funds. the 

minm um investment required. ranged Irom R 100 to the maximum of R 50 000 (by the third party lunds 

jAggressive and Equity] managed by Galaxy), with most of the other lunds r~quiring an initial "w~stment below 

R 5 000 Most furds did not require a lurther investment, II they did, they tended to charge a minimum of R 1 000 

G,I.4: Total assets und,r management 

The ten (five) biggest msnagement compsnies managed 77% (55%) of the assets in the industry as at 30 

September 2001 (Lambrechts. 2001) as shown in Table 19 

Table 19. Total assets managed by the ten largest management companies 

I )I..' "1a1l 
O!~ Mut"" , As", M"""'JI' n", nl 
,eM 
Sl, n<lar~ B, ,,, 
Inve. lee 
Ube "y As..,1 Man'Q omenl 
Coron ot",,, 
R, nd Mo rch, nt B, ", 
Inve. !",, '" SoMo ns 

I Fed," ," 

i TOTAL ASSETS 

(SOURCE Lsmbrechts, 2001) 

TohI..-.,-ood ,_l1li_,. at 

~ .. ' 
, 8,< 
:5,073 
1~,710 

'~.437 
1<,3~5 

7.775 
£.<11 
£.31l8 
5.7:l!1 
M ;(J' 
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G,2: Normalised cash flows 
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G.3: Fund normal returns 
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G.4: Fund excess returns 
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G.5: Fund abnormal returns 

An _pineal study on the deft!rmin~nts or net in~ent flows of South Afnan Gene~1 equity unit /rusts 
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G.6: Fund size 
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G.7: Fee structures 
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H. Spearman rank order correlations matrix 
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I. Aggregated determinant time-series regression results 
ApperKIix I presents the aggregated regression results. Appendix 1. 1 presents too stepwise regression results 

based On the aggregated data adjusted lor auto-correlation using the first-differencing approach, AppenG~eS 1,2 

and 1.3 present the multivariate and step",iise re~ression results based or data which were not adjusted for auto

correlat'tOIL 

1.1: Regression results between cash flows and the independent variables 

using a stepwise regression technique based on data adjusted for auto

correlation using the first-differencing approach 
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1.2: Regression results between cash flows and the independent variables 

using a multivariate regression technique based on data not adjusted for 

auto-correlation 
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1.3: Regression results between cash flows and the independent variables 

using a stepwise regression technique based on data not adjusted for auto

correlation 
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J. Individual fund time-series regression analysis results 

J.1: Proportional number of significant regression coefficients based on a 

stepwise regression analysis approach 
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J.2: Summary results ot the variables adding significant explanatory power 

towards explaining cash flows following a stepwise regreSSion approach 
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J.3: Interaction between the independent variables at different levels of 

correlation following a stepwise regression approach 

J.4: Individual fund level findings using a mUltivariate regression analysis 

including all independent variables and the following performance 

measures 

J.4.1: All variables: Normal return 

J.4.2: All variables: Excess return 

J.4.3: All variables: Abnormal return 

J.S: Individual fund level findings uSing a forward-stepwise regression 

analysis including all independent variables and the following performance 

measures 

J.5.1: Stepwise: Normal return 

J.5.2: Stepwise: Excess return 

J.5.3: Stepwise: Abnormal return 

The results on the following tables are tlased 00 relevant data having been adjusted for auto-carrelabon using the 

first-differencing approach 

An =piriC8/ study an tilt! ""_in;mrs cf n~r Invesrm~ltt nOwti of South AfriC21t G~""r21 Equity ultlt trusts 
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